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Manslaughter
indictment
returned on
Murray man
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Murray and Calloway County emergency services personnel view maps of a tornado system that struck western Kentucky earher this month during a meeting at Calloway County Fire-Rescue Station No. 1 Tuesday night. The review is part of a concerted effort to be better prepared for disaster should it strike here at home.

BEST To BE PREPARED
AGENCIES MEET TO

PLAN FOR POSSIBLE DISASTERS

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Should a severe thunderstorm, tornado,
wildfire, flood, earthquake or other natural
or man-made disaster strike in MurrayCalloway County, everyone should know
what to do to protect themselves and their
families and know where to go to find temporary shelter.
Gov. Steve Beshear has declared March
as Severe Storms Preparedness Month and
is urging everyone to learn what steps to
take to preserve life and limb in a crisis. In
keeping with the statewide effort. Murray
and Calloway County emergency services
agencies have also stepped up preparedness
efforts to better serve the helpless in a time
of need.
County
Emergency
Management
Director Bill Call said Tuesday that emergency responders are working on being well
prepared to serve people-affected in a crisis
while the Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross continues to work hard
preparing services and shelters for those
affected should the stihthinkable happen.
Tuesday night,
During a meeting
Calloway County Fire-Rescue, Murray Fire
Department, Calloway County Sheriff's
Department,city and county emergency dispatch, Murray State University's Amateur
Radio Club, Kentucky Homeland Security
HAZMAT Area One personnel, as well as
others from Calloway. Graves and other
counties gathered to determine what could
be done to further organize and coordinate

response to a crisis.
The teams discussed what could be
learned from the experience of a CCFR
team that was dispatched to Muhlenburg
County earlier this month after tornados
struck there, killing three people near
Greenville. Some of those dispatched to aid
the victims described chaos resulting from
loss of communication, organization and
control of incoming emergency services
personnel and'What could be done to asobid
those factors should a disaster strike here at
home.
Sheriff Bill Marcum pointed out that the
primary purpose of the meeting was to learn
what was possible from the incident and
move to establish coordinated command
and control of emergency assets in
Calloway and surrounding counties.
"Whether you have a badge on or
whether you don't have a badge on, if we
don't work together we're sunk," Marcum
said.
Helping to spearhead the effort were
Marcum, Call, deputy emergency management assistants Jeff Steen and Robert
Trenholm, CCFR Chief Greg Cherry, MFD
Chief Michael Skinner and Mark Garland of
HAZMAT Area One. Also represented were
Murray-Calloway County Hospital EMS
and emergency management/EMS personnel from Graves County.
The discussion led to preliminary planning where to locate staging areas for
incoming emergency services from other
counties in the event of a crisis. Call said the

parking lot at MSU's Roy Stewart Stadium
was one possibility for assembling emergency equipment and personnel while command and control might be located at
MSU's Industry and Technology Building
on the MSU campus.
Staging, command and control areas in
the county would possibly include many of
the buildings designated by the Red Cross
as temporary shelters includin* school and
church buildings and newt,
frafilltig lots'
In keeping with March Severe Storm
Preparedness Month protocol, a statewide
tornado warning alert is scheduled for 1 I :07
a.m. on Tuesday. Call said he wants all
Murray/Calloway County residents to know
the procedure by which the National
Weather Service and the Calloway County
Office of Emergency Management sound
tornado alarms in case of a "watch" or
"warning."
"Some people are confused about that
and we just want everyone to know the difference in how the alarm is sounded," Call
said. "When the siren sounds a tornado
warning it is a wavering sound. It rises and
falls. That indicates that the danger is imminent. But then later when it is clear we
sound the siren again, but it's non-wavering.
It's a steady signal.
"Of course if you've got wind whipping
around it's harder to hear the difference in
those two, but it's important to listen to the

•See Page 10A

HILPFUL TIPS TO KEEP You SAFE IN SEVERE WEATHER
In February. Gov Steve
Beshear signed a proclamation
dedaring March as Severe
Storms Preparedness Month. In
conjunction with this proclamation, the annual state-wide 'tornado drill` is scheduled for
March 4 at 11:07 a.m. CT.
According to statistics from
the National Weather Servicn
flash floods and floods are the
No. ,1 storm related killer in
Kentucky and across the United
States in recent years. The
of
Division
Kentucky
Emergency Management and
Weather
Kentucky
Preparedness Committee urge
and your family to review
safety tips as we enter
the peak severe weather season in Kentucky:
•if driving, do not drive
through flooded areas Even if a
locks shallow enough to cross.
The majority of deaths due to
flooding are due to people drivtr hrough flooded areas.
only one foot deep dispieces 1500 pounds.! Two feet
of water can easily carry most
vehicles. Roadways concealed

iwate

by tiood aters

may

not

he

intact

is if caught outside, go to
higher ground immediately
Avoid small rivers or streams,
low spots, culverts, or ravines
Do not try to walk through flowing water more than ankle
deep, as it only takes six inches
of water to knock you off your
feet. Do not allow children to
play around streams, drainage
ditches, or viaducts, storm
drains, or other flooded areas.
•if ordered to evacuate or d
rising water is threatening.
leave immediately and get to
higher ground
Lightning is the number two
storm related killer, In Kentucky,
more people are killed by lightning in an average year than
tornadoes Although severe
thunderstorm warnings are not
issued tor lightning, you should
move to shelter when thunder is
heard as lightning can strike 10
to 15 miles away from where
the rain is falling.
measures
Precautionary
• if outside, go to a safe

shelter immediately, such as
inside a sturdy building. A hard
top automobile with the windows up can also offer fair protection.
•if you are boating or swimming, get out of the water
immediately and move to a safe
shelter away from the water.
•if you are in a wooded
area, seek shelter under a thick
growth of relatively small trees.
•if you feel you hair standing on end, squat with your
head between your knees. Do
not lie flat.
st avoiding isolated trees or
other tali objects, bodies of
water, sheds, fences, COMOftible automobiles, tractors, and
motorcycles.
• if inside, avoid using the
telephone (except for emergencies) or other electrical appliances.
•not taking a bath or shower during a thunderstorm.
Safety rules concerning tornado or severe thunderstorms
include•
•in a home or building.
move to a pre-designated shel-

ter such as a basement.
• if an . underground shelter
is not available, move to a small
interior room or hallway on the
lowest floor and get under a
sturdy piece of furniture. Put as
many walls as possible
between you and the outdoors.
• stayingaway from windows.
a getting out of automobiles
•not trying to outrun a tornado in your car; instead, leave it
immediately for safe shelter. Do
not seek shelter in an underpass.
• if caught outside or in a
vehicle, fie flat in a nearby ditch
or depression andcover your
head with your
• being aware of flyinc.;
debris. Flying debris from tornadoes and high winds causes
moat fatalities and injuries.
•runnin9 for adequate
cover. Mobile homes, even
tied down, offer little protection
from tornadoes or high winds
You should leave a mobilci
home and go to the lowest floor
Of a sturdy building or storm
shelter.

Staff Report
A Murray man was indicted for second degree manslaughter by
the Calloway County Grand Jury last Wednesday.
According to law enforcement reports, Gordon
D. Jackson, 56, stabbed his roommate, James
Cavitt, 47, five times Sunday, Feb. 17, at their
Fanner Avenue apartment. Two of those stab
wounds were found to be lethal, follcrwing an
autopsy last week.
The stabbing alledgedly followed an altercation
the roommates had. Alcohol may have been a factor, according to a report by the Murray Police
Department.
Jackson was originally charged with first-degree
Jackson
assault.
Cavitt reportedly walked to a neighbor's house after the altercation with Jackson and waited for police and transportation to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He later died as a result of his
injuries.
Jackson sustained injuries to his face but did not seek medical
attention after the altercation.

Casino issue gets
more heated with
committee MONe43
FRAN KFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A revamped proposal to legalize
casinos in Kentucky is facing
long odds after being voted
down Tuesday by a sharply
divided House committee.
The move by the Committee
on Elections, Constitutional
Amendments
and
Intergovernmental Affairs puts
the future of Democratic Gov,
Steve Beshear's plan to boost
state revenues with gambling
taxes in serious doubt.
"I wouldn't bet the house or
the outhouse on it, I'll tell you
that," said state Rep. Darryl
Owens, D-Louisville, chairman
of the committee that voted 5-3
against the proposal, stopping it
from reaching the House floor
for a vote, at least temporarily.
called
on
Beshear
Democratic lawmakers "to get
their act together quickly." He
said the proposal stands a
chance of passing the General
Assembly only with their unified support. Even if House
Democrats were to approve the
measure, it faces an uncertain
future in the GOP-controlled
Senate.
Two separate proposals were
up for consideration on Tuesday,
but the House committee couldn't agree on either, despite the
best efforts of Beshear. He had
summoned House leaders to his
office Monday night to try to
jump-start the move.
State Fifth District Rep.
Melvin Henley, D-Murray, said
this morning that the controversy centers around what the proposed
titutional amendment
s
"shall" do versus
what it "may" do.
"From what I can gather,
there is a split in the Democrat
House leadership," he said.
"Two of them are backingluarantees of five casinos for race
tracks and the other three are
wanting 'the version that there
'may be' up to five at race
tracks. The total difference
between the two is a 'shall' and
a 'may.'"

Henley said
legislators
wanting
the
guarantee of at
least five casinos want the
proposal "set in
stone."
"But that is
what you do
when you put it
Henley
in the constitution," Henley,
who
was
among three
members who
did not vote on
the measure,
said.
"You
can't run back
and change the
constitution
with just a legislative
session. Once you
Richards
put something
in the constitution, it's almost set
in stone." Discord among House
lawmakers had already slowed
Beshear's proposal to legalize
casinos. The governor said taxes
on casinos, if they were permitted to open in the state, could
generate as much as $600 million a year for government programs in the cash-strapped state.
If lawmakers approve a proposal, Kentucky voters would then
have the chance to reject or ratify it.
The governor unveiled his
much-anticipated proposal earlier this month to change the constitution to allow 12 casinos to
open across the state, seven of
which could be built at horse
tracks. Lawmakers overhauled
Beshear's proposal. One rewrite
would allow up to nine casinos
in the state but does not mention
whether they would be at horse
tracks. Another also would
allow nine casinos but spells out.
that up to five would be operated by horse tracks.
Horse owners who rallied in
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Democrats debate on trade, health care, war
By DAVID ESPO
AP Special Correspondent
CLEVELAND (AP) —Hillary Rodharn
Clinton and Barack ()barn' clashed over
trade, health care and the war in Iraq
Tuesday night in a crackling debate at close
quarters one week before a pivotal group of
primaries.
Charges of negative campaign tactics
were high on the program, too
Clinton said Obarna's campaign had
recently sent out MASS mailings with false
utforniation about her health Care proposal,
adding. "it is almost AS though the health
msuriusce companies and the Republicans
wrote it."
When it WAS his turn to speak, ()barna
said Clinton', campaign has "constantly
sent out negative attacks on us We haven't
whined about it because I understand that's
the nature of these campaigns."
The tone was polite yet pointed. Increasingly so as the 90-minute session wore on. al
reflection of the stakes in a race in which
Obarna has won II straight pnmanes and
caucuses and Clinton is in desperate need of
a comeback.
Clinton also said as far as she knew her
campaign had nothing to do with circulating
a photograph of()barna wearing a white turban and a wraparound white robe presented
to him by elders in Wajir. in northeastern
Kenya.
"I take Senator Clinton at her word that

she knew nothing about the photo," ()barna
said.
In one curious moment. Clinton said. "In
the last several debates I seem to get the first
question all the time. I don't mind. I'll be
happy to field it. I psi find it curious if anybody saw "Saturday Night Live," maybe we
should ask Barack if he's comfortable and
needs another pillow."
In its episode last Saturday, the comedy
show ran a feature portraying the news
media as going easy on ()barna. and a questioner asking at one point if he was comfortable and needed another pillow.
The two nvals, the only survivors of a
grueling primary season, sat about a foot
apart at a table on stage at Cleveland State
University. It was the 20th debate of the
campaign. 10 months to the day after the
first.
The race was far different in April 2007.
Clinton the front-runner by far. Now Obama
holds that place. both in terms of contests
two square off next
and delegates won.
Tuesday in pnmaries in Ohio, Texas, Rhode
Island and Vermont, with 370 delegates at
stake.
Both ()barna and Clinton were on the
receiving end of pointed questions from Tim
Russert of NB(' News, one of two moderators for the event.
Asked whether he was waffling on his
pledge of agreeing to take federal funds for
the fall campaign. ()barna said he was still

The

contesting the primaries.
"If I am the nominee I will sit down with
John McCain and make sure we come up
with a system that is fair to both sides," he
said. Obarna could presumably raise far
more money than the federal system provides, but accepting government money precludes that.
The equivalent question to Clinton concerned the income tax returns that she and
her husband, former President Clinton. file
jointly.
"I will release my tax returns," Clinton
said, if she becomes the Democratic nominee. She then added she might do so "even
earlier," but not before Tuesday's primary.
The two nvals also debated NAFTA, the
free trade agreement with Canada and
Mexico that is wildly unpopular with bluecollar workers whose votes are cntical in
any Democratic pnrnary in Ohio.
Neither one said they were ready to withdraw from the agreement, although both
said they would use the threat of withdrawalto pressure Mexico to make changes.
"I have said I would renegotiate
NAFTA." said Clinton. "I will say to
Mexico that we will opt out of NAFTA
unless we renegotiate it."
On the war, both candidates denounced
President Bush's record on Iraq, then restated long-held disagreements over which of
them was more opposed.

Photo provided
students
University
State
Murray
POOCH:
PAMPERED
a
Megan Konemann, left, and Sherry Powers, right, bathe
by
hosted
Spa
Day
Doggie
lucky terrier at last month's
Murray State University's Animal Health Technology/PreVeterinary Club (AHTPVC). The Humane Society of Calloway
County and AHTPVC will hold another Doggie Day Spa and
Pet ID Clinic Saturday from 9 a.,m to 1 p.m. at Carmen
Animal Health Technology Building on College Farm Road.

Fed chief signals rate cut to help
economy, keep eye on inflation
By JEANNINE AVERSA
AP Economics Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Federal Reserve Chairman Ben
Bemanke, warning Congress of
a period of sluggish business
growth, sent a fresh signal
Wednesday that the central bank
will again lower interest rates to
steady the teetering economy.
"The economic situation has
become distinctly less favorable" since the summer, the Fed
chief told the House Financial
Services Committee. Since
Bernanke's alast such assessment last summer, the housing
slump has worsened, credit
problems have intensified and
the job market has deteriorated.
Bernanke said that the confluence of these factors has turned
limes
To0.1 SERFIVA.Adger &
people and businesses alike
students are bundled up as
WALKING IN A WINTER WONDERLAND: These Murray State
a more cautious attitude
toward
also
gusts
wind
them Strong
they walk on campus Tuesday afternoon as snow blows around
toward spending and investwhipped the snowfall around throughout the late afternoon
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a quarter century. Economists
and Wall Street investors predict
the Fed will cut rates again at its
next meeting on March 18.
There are dangers that the
economy will weaken even further. "The risks include the possibilities that the housing market or labor market may deteriorate more than is currently
anticipated and that credit conditions may tighten substantially further," Bernanke cautioned.
The Fed chief was hopeful
my.
Bernanke pledged anew to that previous rate reductions
slice a key interest rate to help along with a $168 billion stimuthe wobbly economy, which lus package of tax rebates for
many fear is on the verge of a people and tax breaks for busirecession — or possibly has ness will energize the economy
in the second half of this year.
already toppled into one.
Even as the Fed tries to shore
The Fed "will act in a timely
up the economy, it must remain
manner as needed to support
growth and to provide adequate mindful of inflation pressures,
insurance against downside Bernanke said.
Record high oil prices —
risks," Bernanke said, hewing
closely to assurances he offered topping $100 a barrel — are:
prices:
consumer
pushing
earlier this month.
pay-.
shrinking
That's
-upward.
which
bank,
central
Thei
started lowering a key interest checks, and with people feeling
rate in September, has recently less well off because the values
turned much more aggressive. of their homes have dropped.
Over the span of just eight days consumer spending "slowed
in January. it slashed rates by significantly" toward the end of
1.25 percentage points — the the year. the Fed chief said.
The Fed forecasts that inflabiggest one-month reduction in
tion will moderate this year.
compared with last year. But the:
Fed's recently revised inflation,
projection of an increase
NOTICE
between 2.1 percent and 2.4
II The Murray City Council
is higher than its old
will meet in the City Hall percent
Council Chambers Thursday forecast from the fall.
Items on the
Bernanke said there are
at 6.30 p m
agenda include the second "slightly greater upside risks"
reading for ordinances relat- that inflation could turn out to
ing to board of zoning adjustthan the Fed currently
ments and transient busi- he higher
ness regulations The public anticipates, given the recent
works committee will meet at run-up in energy and food
6 15 p m to review and dis- prices. ..
cuss bids for Kentucky
"Should high rates of overall
Avenue drainage project
persist, the possibility
inflation
• The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Finance also exists that inflation expecCommittee will meet Monday tations could become less well
at 8 a m in the board room
anchored." Bernanke warned. If
Items on the agenda include people, companies and investors
a review of January finanwill move higher.
cials. a construction update think inflation
in
ways that could
act
will
they
pharthe
on
follow-ups
and
macy project. Medical Arts turn inflation even worse, a sort
Building Office renovations of self-fulfilling prophecy. And
and the rental revenue and Bernanke said that could comexpense report
Dexter-Alma plicate the Fed's job of trying to
• The
District will nurture economic growth while
Water
Heights
meet Monday. March 10. at 6 also keeping inflation under
at the District Water control.
pm
Office located at 351 Alma
With the economy slowing
Rd
and
prices rising, fears are
Crier
Town
a
report
To
•
growing that the country could
item. call 753-1916.
be headed for a bout of stagflation, a dangerous economic
brew not seen since the 1970s.
The Fed for now is focused
on holstering the economy
SERVING MURRAY through interest rate reductions.
To combat inflation. the Fed
vrimerted Hon, No Contracts,
would raise rates.
At some point over the
course of this year, the Fed wilt
Sow,
• nen IWT
need to "assess whether the
• ham thosespyp wad yaw buddy Wr
*Wm.
• 10 wadi addesses
stance of monetary policy is
• Cullom Sew Paco Num worilkd mule
properly calibrated" to foster
diEleoracar
the Fed's objectives of price staSerf uP 106ilir
4.44•
bility "in an environment of
Sri lip Oolins4 wow Lec•Inetesst
downside risks to growth,"
Bernanke said.

ment. This, he said, has further
weakened the economy.
Incoming barometers continue to "suggest sluggish economic activity in the near term,"
Bernanke told lawmakers. At
the same time, he added, the Fed
must keep a close eye on inflation given the recent run-up in
energy and other prices paid by
consumers and businesses.
For now though, the No. I
battle is shonng up the econo-
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KontuckylnBrief
Williams says budget timing
m
poses 'serious proble
President David Williams says

STATE
Parents angry
over student
search for $5

rdnesday, ebruary 27, 2008 • 3A

Senate
FRANKFORT, Ky (AP
nib chamber is facing a 'serious problem"' with the timing of the state
budget proposal.
So far, the Democrat-led state House has not approved its own
version of a spending plan. Williams says the Republican-led Senate
is not expecting to get the legislation until mid-March
Williams says lawmakers are running out of time
By law, the General Assembly may only be in session 60 days
this year and must complete its work by Apnl 15, Tuesday marked
the legislature's 33rd day
Gov Steve Beshear has proposed an $18.5 billion two-year
spending plan

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— Third-grade students at a
western Kentucky elementary
school were searched by a group
of teachers after $5 turned up
missing in the classroom.
The students at Martin
Luther King Elementary in
Hopkinsville were asked to
remove their shoes and socks
and submit to a search.
Some parents have reacted
with anger to the Feb. 15 search,
FRANKFORT. Ky iAP) — The Kentucky Senate has approved a which did not turn up the missproposed constitutional amendment to abolish the state treasurer's ing money.
office.
School officials say four
State senators voted 23-12 in favor of the proposal, which would
also make the offices of attorney general and state auditor nonparti- teachers had physical contact
san positions in state government.
with the 17 students, and some
Republican Sen. Damon Thayer of Georgetown says the state were patted down.
hanbe
could
duties
its
and
treasurer's office has become obsolete,
School district spokeswoman
dled elsewhere in state government.
Opponents, however, say the office provides a needed check in Regan Huneycutt says the
the Democratic process.
teachers are being punished
The measure heads to the House for consideration.
with written reprimands.

Senate clears proposed amendment
to abolish treasurer's office

II Casino issue ...
From Front
Frankfort on Tuesday told lawmakers that casinos at tracks
would allow Kentucky to offer
financial incentives for the
state's $4 billion equine industry. Money the casinos could
generate would help Kentucky
compete with other states that
already bolster their racing purses and incentive programs with
gambling revenues.
-This argument is about saving and protecting our signature
industry," said Craig Bandoroff,
owner and president of the
Denali Stud horse farm in
Bourbon County.
Casino opponents who gathered for a news conference in the
Capitol called on antigambling
advocates to continue lobbying
lawmakers to kill the proposal.
Nancy Jo Kemper, head of the
Kentucky Council of Churches,
said the battle is far from over.
House Majority Whip Rob
Wilkey, D-Scottsville, said he
thinks lawmakers should try to
reach an agreement that would
benefit the horse industry by
allowing casinos at tracks.
Without that allowance. Wilkey
said casinos would pull money
away from the horse industry.
"I think that there are ele-

ments out there that want this
legislation to die, and one way to
kill it is to put something in it so
threatening to the horse industry
that they will rise up and try to
defeat it," Wilkey said.
The proposal has been a
tough sale in Kentucky, a Bible
Belt state where lawmakers have
rejected numerous other casino
proposals over the past decade.
Reacting to Beshear's call for
action, the House Committee on
Committees appointed two additional Democratic lawmakers —
state Reps. John Will Stacy of
West Liberty and Tim Firkins of
Louisville — to the committee
considering the casino bill. The
Committee on Committees also
removed another lawmaker,
state Rep. Dottie Sims, D-Horse
Cave, from the casino committee.
Jody
Speaker
House
Richards recommended the
moves.
"She said she would vote for
the speaker's plan — the 'may'
plan — and she didn't. She
voted for the other plan," Henley
said. "So the speaker removed
her."
Stacy and Firkins, like
Richards,favor the proposal that
doesn't specifically mention
horse tracks. Sim said Richards'

action was clearly retribution.
Richards didn't deny that.
-I want to get that amendment out of committee, and we
intend to do it," Richards said."I
don't think it's heavy-handed."
Owens said time could be
running out for the proposal.
Lawmakers have only 27 days
remaining in the legislative session.
"I don't know where we go
from here," Owens said.
"There's going to have to be
some giving by someone."
A procedural vote kept the
measure Richards favors from
being considered by the casino
committee for approval. Another
procedural vote allowed the
competing version to be considered for passage.
Voting for the measure were
Reps. Larry Clark, D-Louisville.
Dottie Sims, D-Horse Cave; and
Rob Wilkey, D-Scottsville.
Voting against the measure
were Reps. Kevin Bratcher, RLouisville; Joe Fischer, R-Fort
Thomas; Greg Stumbo, DPrestonsburg; Mike Harmon, RJunction City; and Darryl
Owens, D-Louisville.
Not voting were Henley:
Marzian. DMary 'Lon
Louisville; and Kathy Stein, D
Lexington.
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Swimwear 20% Off All Day

CALL TODAY FOR YOUR FREE CONSULTATION

Hobie, Hot Kiss, 24th & Ocean & Split

270-759-0030

812 VVhitnell Ave.• 753.3333
Hours: Mon.-Sat.8 am- 10 pm
(Behind Sirloin Stockade)

1102 Chestnut Street, Murray, KY
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Summer Camp
I remember that summer as it it were yesterday. It was
hack in 1976, that bicentennial summer when I worked as a
camp counselor for the Ridgecrest Camp for Boys not far
from Asheville, North Carolina. I managed—well, that's not
really the word for it—I survived a ten
week stint in charge of a rustic cabin
filled with a dozen twelve-year-old boys.
All of the boys in the camp were divided
into Indian tribes, and we were the
Shawnees—actually, we were the "Mighty
Shawnees"—appropnate for me since I
hailed from the Dark and Bloody Ground
of Kentucky.
At the first mountaintop campfire I was
given my camp Indian name, "Leaping
Leopard," a name that was tied into the
that I played basketball at Belmont
and fact
ay
University. That summer I also played on
By James
the Ridgecrest counselor's team. We
Duane Bohn
played home games in our gymnasium, the
Ledger & Times
log structure in North Carolina,
largest
Columnist
against counselors from other camps and
against players from little Montreat-Anderson College, student-athletes who stayed over the summer to take summer
school classes and to hone their basketball skills.
Vs e rose early in the morning for an assembly down by
the flagpole before taking our breakfast an the dining hall
attached to the gym. There we had the usual camp fare,
cereal and bacon, and a kool-aid sort of drink that we called
hug juice After breakfast, a senior counselor inspected our
cabins for order and cleanliness. This consisted of an army
type routine where dunes were dropped on taut sheets, lockers and floors examined for dust or stray debris. Our
there was
earnest inspectors never found a perfect cabin
always something wrong, some scrap of paper on the floor,
some speck of dust on a window sill. Still, we made it a
point of pride to make our cabin as presentable as possible.
We filled our days with chores and "skill development"
classes. I conducted a daily basketball clinic, along with
some classes that had something to do with beads. I also
led crews to clean the latrine and pick up around the
grounds On Thursday evenings, we all lined up, organized
by tribes, and marched up to the top of a mountain to our
council meeting. Each tribe--all decked out in feathers and
war paint—performed. around a blazing bonfire. onginal
songs and skits meticulously prepared the week before.
I'm. quite sure none of this was politically correct, but we
innocently did it all as a way to honor the Native American
heritage of our' country. It is still A thnll to think about
those council sessions up on that mountaintop. It makes me
feel young again. Leaping Leopard indeed!
The counselors had every other weekend off, apd we
always drove into town for Ashes ilk's famous "Shindig on
the Green," where we partook of another type of cultural
• eapauseece with mountain music, clogging, and candied
apple‘ to eat We came hack to our cabins late at night.
amazed to find thc boys quiet. if not all asleep. tucked in
by junior counselors in our absence
I was not an accomplished outdoorsman, and to my
shame I completely botched an overnight tent-camping trip
when I brought the boy% hack down the mountain in the
ake of a thunderstorm. Ti) make a long story short we
didn - 1 make it through the night on the mountain, hut caine
hack to our cozy cabin, tracking in mud and streaming wet.
I remember that our cabin inspection did not go so well the
nest morning
That summer at Ridgecrest Camp for Boys proved to be
a humbling experience for me in more ways than one.
Some of the hoys were sent to camp by loving parents who
had scrimped and sased to lose them an authentic summer
camping experience. a ntual of growing lip. A few wealthy
parents. I am sorry to S.1, sent their boys to the camp for
Isom sessions, the entire summer, as a way, the boys
explained it to me. "to get them out of their hair'' And so.
summer alter summer. unwanted and neglected. these boys
c :1111C 10 camp .01e.0o from hoine.
I think
I liked all of those ho'. I learned from them
though that I loved those neglected nch kids the hest.
Ignored at home, it was at the camp that they learned of
their worth as human beings and of their potential as young
1 wonder *here they are todayl
men

V

Leaping Leopard now teaches in the Department of Hasty'
Murra% State Universal. He mum be reached at
Is
Juane Phn tot murras state edu
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Flat Krissy
The flat version of Krissy
has bright blue eyes, long
blond hair, and pink shoes
that match her belt. "My
favorite colors are pink, blue.
and purple," the full-bodied
Krissy
explains in
her letter
of introduction.
Krissy'S
note also
mentions
her all-consuming
love of
horses; her
favonte
Main Street toys, Mini
By Constance Whinnies:
Alexander
and a culiLocal
nary preferColumnist
ence for
something
known as
"walking tacos "
A second grader, Knssy
lives in Billings. Montana
where she and her classmates
have just read the book, Flat
Stanley, about a boy flattened like a pancake when
his bulletin board falls on
him
"He is flat but not otherwise hurt.- teacher Kathy
Albrecht assures participants
in .this unique project. -He
learns to do a lot of things
that only a flat child can do.
like being sent through the
As a variation on that
theme, Ms Albrecht assigned
her class to create flat versions of themselves and send
them to volunteers around
the country. An accompanying letter from each child
pros ides hackgmund information about UMW of her
favorite things, and a missive
from the teacher outlines
what is expected from participants.
Basically, volunteers are

asked to host a "flattie,"
take pictures of its adven
tures, and then mail it back
to Big Sky Country by
March 15.
According to teacher
Albrecht, "We are hoping
to learn about different parts
of the United States and the
world through this project."
So far, my husband and I
have given Flat Krissy a
complete tour of our home
and a brief excursion to
town. She posed for the
camera by perching in the
middle of a painting in our
family room; sharing a nap
with our cats, Benny and
Edna. and ordenng lunch at
the local Taco John's. Additional photo ups are planned
for Krissy's visit to an
EN6101 class at MSU, a
drop in at Paducah Middle
School and an overnight
jaunt to Madisonville later
on in the week.
In addition, I am collecting brochures and other
information about our region
so Krissy and her class will
have a good learning experience from their contact with
Murray, Ky.
Of course. I will write a
letter, much like the one
Knssy wrote to me. telling
about myself and pointing
out some of the ways we
are similar, even though separated by. many years and
many miles.
You can'k be involved in
an activity 'like this one
without thinking about how
education can broaden a
child's honzons in so many
ways beyond the textbook
and outside the classroom.
Hats off to teachers like
Kathy Albrecht who are willing to take the time to offer
such ennchment. Many of
her students will remember
the experience for a lifetime.
Currently in Kentucky.

Photo provided

Pictured is Flat Knssy with Constance Alexander's cat, Edna
St. Vincent Millay Davis.
http://www.flatstanley.com/.
budget cuts threaten .to flatBill Goodman, host of
ten the world of our kids. A
KETs "Kentucky Tonight,"
proposal in the State Senate
discussed student testing on
recommends fundamental
his program Monday. Februchanges that could gut programs in arts and humanities, ,ary 25. The show is being
re-broadcast as follows:
and diminish the importance
Wednesday. February 27
of writing as an integral
at I a.m. CT on KETI.
component across the curThursday, February 28 at
nculum. If proponents of
4 a.m. CT on KETKY
this bill have their way,
See
projects like Flat Stanley
http../Avww.liet.org/presswill fall by the wayside in
room/2008/09/kIcyto_00I5I4.ht
favor of teaching the content
ml for additional information.
assessed on the test.
Read Main Street online
Is that any way to eduat www.murrayledgercom.
cate our children? You bet it
Contact the columnist directly
isn't.
at
constancealexanderq newwave
More information about
comm.net.
Flat Stanley is available at:

OUR READERS WRITE
To the Editor.
I was thankful recently tor not having brought my children with me to
grocery shop at -Store A." For. dominating 'the end-cap where I got in line
to "check out.- was the new Sports
Illustrated Issue "Lovely girl," I
thought initially Then I realized the
entire endcap was used to display the
issue - - down to easy eye level fur
any ambulatory child to see. Also, the
end-cap is located nght beside the
"kiddie book" aisle, where coloring
books and trading cards are sold.
Looking more closely at this "swimsuit" issue, I began to wonder, "Hey,
where's the suit" for the model has a
completely naked torso with a dangling.
bulky, strategically placed necklace ..
I Also), she is of course sinking an
allunng pose in order to sell the issue.
In then hit me, -This is porn'" and
with absolutely no business being
placed at eye-level in a public store,
beside the "kiddie" aisle.
I then appealed to the customer
service manager. who conceded. "I
know, I know," but related to me
despite numerous complaints, wellknown to the manager, the issue "could
not" be removed and that the Sports
Illustrated employee who stocks the
issue would have to be asked whether
anything could be done! What!? If the
manager of -Store A" had any discernment of moral accqUebibty. the issue

would have promptly been relocated to
a more acceptable location and at
"mature" eye-level' However, this was
not the case.
So. I finished my purchase. took the
groceries home, and then picked up our
two elementary-aged children. On the
way home. I stopped at "Store B."
After a brief search, I noticed the same
SI issue, displayed singly stacked on an
end-cap amongst other magazines. This
also was at eye-level. However, when I
approached the manager. he stated he'd
not yet noticed the issue, as it had
been stocked "just last night," hut upon
seeing it, he at once removed all
copies!
I then visited "Store C.- where a
pro-active approach was taken. These
particular magazine issues, as well as
other provocative covers, were individually covered with plain pieces of paper,
leaving only the magazine title showing. Upon questioning an employee, I
was told this was common practice.
The next morning. I again visited
Store A. The end-cap remained in full
display and just across the aisle, Barney DVDs and coloring books are for
sale. I again protested, this time to a
different manager and was told the
matter would be addressed with management. I pointed out to the lady
before me, as she was a manager, she
should have the ability to do something
herself She agreed the display was

inappropnatc.
Our community certainly has wonderful advocates for our children and Murray citizens can be proud our town is
among the top 100 communities for children in America. However, the managers et al at "Store A" should be
more responsive to good common sense
concerns from its patrons!
So. as a Christian parent and by
avocation, having the interests of children at heart, I for one have decided
the 10 cents per item on average. I
would save by shopping there is in no
way sufficient incentive for me to
allow blatant desensitization of my children to pornography. Obviously, this
establishment also has neither recognition of nor respect for regular patronage and heretofore will not receive
such from myself.
I am not a perfect parent by any
means, but this display and disregard
flies in the face of the moral values I
am teaching my children. It flies in the
face of common sense and decency. Do
these people not realize the very real
connection between pornography and
child sexual abuse? Show me a home
where such magazines are prominently
displayed in a child's room and III
show you a child who is or soon will
be abused. For Heaven's sake, don't
locate it on the -kiddie" aisle'
Sincerely,
Kimberly A. Burch. MD
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Obituaries
Mrs. Emma Reita Redden Moody
Mrs Enmia Rena Redden Moody, 81, Lexington, former resident
of Murray, died Sunday, Feb. 24, 2008.
She lived in Flemingsburg, Hodgenville and
Lexington while growing up and graduated from
Lafayette High School in 1944 and the University
of Kentucky in 1948. She earned a master's degree
from Murray State University in 1973 and completed units in Clinical Pastoral Education at
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in
Louisville in 1975.
Mrs. Moody served as a high school guidance
counselor
at Murray High School, Murray, and as
Moody
a teacher at Hazelwood High School in St. Louis
before becoming director of social services and chaplain at Western
Baptist Hospital at Paducah in 1975. After retiring from the Paducah
hospital, she became chaplain at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital in 1989.
For many years, she had a private practice in pastoral and personal counseling. She was a member of the Kentucky Chaplains
Association, serving one year as president in 1983. She was a popular Bible teacher and retreat leader.
Born Aug. 20, 1926, in Vanceburg, she was the daughter of the
late John Dudley Redden and Freida Heddleston Redden. Also preceding her in death were two brothers, Ray and John Redden, and
one sister, Irene McPherson and husband, Ben.
Survivors include her husband, Rev. George T. Moody, to whom
she had been married for 60 years; four children, David Moody and
wife, Rena, Dwight Moody and wife, Jan, Debbie, and Deena Kuhl
and husband, Carl; one sister, Lois Van Fleet; 13 grandchildren;
three great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 10:30 a.m. at Central Baptist
Church, 1644 Nicholasville Rd., Lexington. Burial will follow in the
Camp Nelson National Cemetery in Jessamine County. Visitation
will be at the church 'after 9 a.m. Friday. Kerr Brothers Funeral
Home of Lexington is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Mosaic Christian
'Church, Carl H. Kuhl, pastor, P.O. Box 104, Hanover, MD 21076,or
the Tom and Reita Moody Endowment, Baptist Seminary of
Kentucky, 631 South Limestone, Lexington, KY 40508.

Lad Vaughn

Paid Obituaries
Mrs. Bessie Colson
The funeral for Mi s. Bessie Colson will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Kevin Sigrint, Patches Lewis. Larry Egstrom,
Duel Taylor, Duel Taylor Jr. and Gill Maverick. Burial will follow in
the Temple Hill Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Mrs. Colson, 63. Murray, died Saturday. Feb. 23, 2008, at 11:40
a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
A homemaker, she was a member of Glendale Road Church of
Christ. Preceding her in death were her husband, Jimmy Dale
Colson, and two brothers, Leroy Lamb and Roger Dale Lamb. Born
Aug. 24, 1944 in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late
Thomas Lamb Sr. and Euple Lamb.
Survivors include one daughter, Patricia Kirkland, Farmington;
four sons, James Solomon. Joe McGehee and Terry McGehee, all of
Murray, and Randy McGehee, Eaton Rapids, Mich.; one brother,
Thomas Lamb Jr. and wife, Judy. Almo; two sisters, Mary Willis.
Clinton, and Eva Smith, Murray; 11 grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Grace Cooper
The funeral for Mrs. Grace Cooper will be today(Wednesday)at
1 p.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Rev. Bob
Saywell, Rev. Robert Jetton and Rev. Latricia Troll will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Michael, Jason and Tyler Cooper, Jim Osborne,
Tracy Coleman and Austin Flint, active; Brent Underhill, Wes
Burris, Lawton Vincent and Davin Tabers. honorary. Burial will follow in the South Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Heart
Association, Calloway Co. Division, 240 Whittington Parkway,
Louisville, KY 40202. Online condolences may be made at
wwwimesmillercom
Mrs. Cooper, 81, Hazel, died Sunday. Feb. 24.2008, at 3:16 a.m.
at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She was a member of South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church. Her husband, Earl Cooper, and three brothers, Herman
George, Aubrey George and Charles George Jr., all preceded her in
death. Born Sept. 29, 1926, she was the daughter of the late Charlie
George and Flossie Sykes George.
Survivors include three sons, Billy Joe Cooper and friend, Vonda
Burris, Sedalia, Larry Cooper and wife, Carilea. Benton. and Jeff
Cooper and wife, Jan. Murray; three daughters, Jeanette Osborne
and Debbie Ray and husband, Ronnie, all of Murray, and Earlene
Flint, Hazel; one brother, Bennie George and wife. Barbara; one sister, Cornelia Williams, all of Murray; 10 grandchildren; five greatgrandchildren.

Earl Vaughn, 81, Dexter, died Tuesday. Feb. 26, 2008, at 8:20
• a.m. at his home. He was a member of Dexter Pentecostal Church.
Preceding him in death were his first wife, Opal Ragland Vaughn,
one brother, Clyde Edward Vaughn, and one sister, Gracie E.
Linsman. Born Jan. 28, 1927, he was the son of the late William
Andrew Vaughn and Lennie Cantrell Vaughn.
Survivors include his wife, Virginia Vaughn; two sons, Dennis E.
Vaughn, Dexter, and Carl F. Krathwohl and wife, Jeannie. South
Bend. Ind.; one daughter, Patricia Copeland and husband, Austin.
Murray; one brother, John W. Vaughn and wife, Lucille, Dexter,
:/v1
.• o.; two sisters, Christine E. Ryan, Beaumont, Texas, and Dorothy
t4C. Howard, Peculiar, Mo.; seven grandchildren; six great-grandchilNren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Imesftdiller Funeral Home. Rev. Elijah Balentine will officiate. Burial
will follow in the Duncan Cemetery.
APPLE VALLEY, Calif. find a blood trail or any shell
.0, Visitation will be at the funeral home after noon on Saturday. (AP) — A 101st Airborne casings and Myers could not
Division soldier trying to avoid describe the attacker.,
Online condolences may be made to www.itpesmiller.cogn ,
. _
redetilsiyii4nt to ViSq,
.a
Alio;'.Myers "had-Mated that
friend shoot him in the leg and he was walking alone when the
:Mrs. Norma Todd Iverson '
The funeral for Mrs. Norma Todd Iverson will be Thursday at 1 then claimed he'd been wound- suspect came, up and shot him.
ed in a holdup, authorities said.
then ran away," sheriff's Sgt.
at.m. in the chapel of Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home. Rev. Art
Army Pfc. Matthew John Todd Newton said. "But when
:}leinz will officiate. Music will be by Chad Allen and Kern Harvin. Myers, 20, of Apple Valley, deputies
went back to investiZ: Visitation will be at the funeral home after II a.m. Thursday. limped into a minimart about gate they found two sets of foot:online condolences may be made at www.imesmillencom
9:30 p.m. Sunday and reported prints that had been walking side
Mrs. Iverson, 65, New Concord, died Monday. Feb. 25, 2008, at he had been walking on a golf by side for some time."
course when a gunman stole his
"We were out looking for the
2
:20 a.ni: at her home.
A member of Hope Harbor Church. she attended Sandwich High wallet and military identification suspect, and things just weren't
School, Sandwich, Ill. Born Oct. 7, 1942, she was the daughter of and shot him in the right thigh, adding up," sheriff's spokesauthorities said. A helicopter woman Trish Hill said. Myers
,* late Coy Marvin Todd and Norva Hettinghouse.
search failed to find a robber and was questioned and finally told
Survivors include herfiusband, Keith Iverson, to whom she was
San Bernardino County sheriff's investigators that a friend,
married July 30, 1960; one son, Troy Iverson, Rockford, Ill.; one deputies became suspicious
of Daniel Dotterrer, 20, shot him
daughter, Tonja Iverson Layng, Loves Park, Ill.; one sister, Peggy the story because they could not with a .32-caliber revolver.
Allen and husband, Dave. McKenzie. Tenn.; three grandchildren,
Jazmyn O'Daniel/Iverson, Rockford, and Angela and Jason Layng.
Loves Park.

Soldier allegedly stages injury to
avoid return deployment to Iraq

lg
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Mrs. LuDean (Dean) Gay
The funeral for Mrs. LuDean (Dean) Gay will be today
(Wednesday) at 1 p.m. in the chapel of.0:Aber Funeral Home.
Benton. Bob York will officiate. Burial will follow in the Pace
Cemetery, Hardin.
.Visitation is now at the funeral home.
'Mrs. Gay. 82, Benton. died Sunday. Feb. 24, 2008 at Britthaven
Nursing Home, Benton.
A member of Hardin Church of Christ, she had retired from
Fisher-Price, Murray. She was the daughter of the late William
Rogers and Minnie Sharp Rogers.
Survivors include one daughter, Patricia Ann York, Benton; two
sons, Roger Gay, Benton, and David Gay, Mayfield; one sister,
Bobbie Jo Shackelford. Savannah, Tenn.; six grandchildren; three
great-grandchildren.

Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones Ind. Avg.

12682.2 - 2.7

Intel

Air Products

95.82 + 0.20
"-540.0.17

Kroger

AT&T. Inc.
BB&T .

34.18 .0.11

Brig,o & Stratton ---.19.06 - 0.26

'The funeral for Mrs. Evelyn Robinson was Monday at 2 p.m. at
the Main Street location of McDonald & New Funeral Home.
Owenton. Burial was in the Owenton Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Cancer
Society.
Mrs. Robinson, 70, Sparta, died Saturday. Feb. 23, 2008, in
Carrollton.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Harold (Buck)
"Robinson, and tvici brudiers. Junior and Everett1,411y13orn Sept. 10,
1937, she was the daughter of the late Herber?and hews flora Lilly.
A homemaker, she was a member of Sparta Baptist hurch.
Survivors include three sons. David Alexander. Murray, Don
Alexander, Sparta. and Jackie Alexander. Lexington; one daughter.
Tosha Alexander. Cincinnati. Ohio; three sisters. Margaret
Alexander, Murray. Dorothy Wright. Glencoe. and Martha Lilly,
Louisiana; six grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.
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Workers clean up debns at Hardy Used Cars Superstore in
Dallas, Ga. after high winds ripped off parts of the roof and
front of the building Tuesday morning. More than 90,000 electrical customers lost power as a fast-moving thunderstorm
moved through the area knocking down trees

Thunderstorms hit Southeast;
snow ties up Great Lakes area
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP)
— A broad storm system spread
heavy snow across the Great
Lakes region Tuesday and fired
up violent thunderstorms that
knocked out power to thousands
of homes and businesses in the
Southeast.
At least two deaths were
blamed on the stormy weather.
Fallen trees and other debris
on roads slowed travel and several traffic accidents brought
morning rush hour traffic to a
siandstill in Birmingham,
authorities said. A falling tree
struck a mobile home and killed
a 71-year-old woman in Leeds,
a town outside Birmingham,
The Jefferson County coroner's
office said. Utilities said about
42,000 homes and business lost

electrical service across central
Alabama early Tuesday.
Georgia Power spokesman
Jeff Wilson said the number of
customers without power rose
to 93,000 by 8 a.m. Tuesday.
with most outages in the Atlanta
area. By 10:30 p.m., service
was restored to all but about
1,000, Wilson said. Snow fell
from Illinois to New England,
with more than 6 inches on the
ground by late morning in
northern Indiana and Ohio. Up
to a foot of snow was possible
in parts of Ohio, the National
Weather Service said.
Schools were closed in parts
of southern Michigan and
northern areas of Indiana arid
Ohio, where the University of
Toledo also closed.

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:
.
John Deere, Husqvarna, Scag, Snapper. Ferris

Good thru March 15, 2008

PUSH MOWERS
Clean Air Finer •
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil
New Spark Plug
Grease & Lube where needed

Alt For Only

$5995

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Belts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil, Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Check Air Filter

$ 995
All For Only

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Finng

All For Only

139
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

ZERO TURN
Change Oil & Filter it needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Betts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

All For Only
6995
8
1

FREE pick-up 8r delivery
within 5 miles

0.02

Any Additional Parts & Labor At Additional Costs.)
(

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants (L-RI:
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270.753.3366 600444.1854
wins: 5:00
MF
-54)
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Murray Home & Auto
www.murrayhomeandauto.com
753-2571

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:00
Sat. 7:30-12:00

Chestnut St.
Murray

ow'

We Give PHONE QUOTES

INSURANCE

753-4703

HOME • AUTO • BUSINESS• FARM
Afe• arid,

kflimurrav.com
Bch CornePcon

Pete Lavaster
Agent

rye. •••• •••• ••••
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How happy is

your heart?
By REBECCA WRIGHT, MS, RD, LD
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Everywhere you go this month, you see the color red, or
heal the word "heart."
Why all this focus on our heart? The main reason is that
your heart is a very important part of your anatomy; and we
focus on prevention of heat disease in the month of February.
How do you know if you are at risk of heart disease? Look
at the list below and see if you meet any of these risk factors.
•Do you smoke?
•Are you overweight?
•Do you have Diabetes?
•Are you inactive?
•Do you cat an unhealthy diet?
•If you are a man, are you over the age of 45?
•If you are a woman, are you over age 55? •
•Do you have a family history of high cholesterol or heart
disease?
Did that list get your attention? If so. there's help. How do
we prevent heart disease'?
Start with regular health screenings to determine your current lipid profile and blood glucose. Share your nsk factors
with you physician and request a fasting lipid profile and glucose test.
Change your lifestyle if needed. Stop using tobacco, begin
increasing activity, and see a
Registered Dietitian (RD)for an
assessment and die, education.
For
niore information about this
topic or to speak to
an RD. call my office
at 762-1104 Stop by
thea'enter fur Health and
Wellness and ask for a
niur

Murray State University is
now among an elite group of
universities in the nation to
Anheuserthe
receive
Busch/National Social Norms
Institute INSNII grant The
grant will he used to establish a
Social Norms Program at MSU
to address the reduction of high
risk drinking. Other grant recipients include Florida State
Georgetown
University,
University and the Univers t yof
Virginia.
Judy Lyle, MSU Health
Services nurse and health educator, is coordinating Murray
State's program.
"Over the next few months,
the university will be laying the
ground work for our Social
Norms Program." Lyle said.
The university began conducting the National College
Health Assessment Feb. II. The
assessment will give the university information on students'
health, their risk behaviors, what
protective behaviors the students use and their perceptions
of their fellow students' health
and behaviors.
The information from the
assessment will be used in the
Social Norms Program. Lyle
also plans to recruit MSU students as Peer Health Educators
(PHE). The purpose of the
PHE will be to give other students information that will help
in making responsible choices
regarding their health behavior particularly when it comes to
decision-making about akohol

,

MIL

use.

Lisa Joley. 1980 MSU alumna and vice president and senior
counsel at Anheuser-Busch. was

Ell 11

41.

Photo provided

Carol Clark, vice president of corporate social responsibility at
Anheuser-Busch, at left, is shown with Lisa Joley, 1980 MSU
alumna and vice president and senior counsel at AnheuserBusch.
instrumental in MSU receiving
the grant.
State
Murray
a
"As
University alumna, I am especially gratified our company is
part of this joint effort to implement this proven and effective
approach to addressing alcohol
issues. The social norms

accurate technology available.

And she found it at Murray Hospital.
64-Slice CT Scanner
!iot all CT scanners are created equal when it comes to helping physicians see
small anatonilcal details in your body Which is lust one reason why' s.ve chose
the 64-Slice CT Scanner at Murray-Calloway County Hospital
With unprecedented speed .trid outstanding image gualiN it helps detect.
disease earlier, leading to more effective treatment options Scans are easy
and non-invasive So when someone you care about needs the most advanced

and latest medical technology that can really Make a difference. its right here
I

sinner 411 Murray Hospital

in Murray
Murray Hospital is offering the only 64-Slice CT Scannerin our community
visit us on the \4.1,t-' 77n 762 1919
For more information please conta0
a' www murrayhospital.org

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

approach is a proven method of
achieving positive behavior
change and reducing harm associated with high-risk drinking,'
Joley said.
Some unitAtasities have seen
reductions of More than 40 percent in high-risk drinking, while
protective, behaviors such as

UN: Drug-resistant
TB is spreading
faster than feared

She needed the most advanced and

611 Sirr.r:

1‘

designated drivers, counting
dnnks and watching out for
friends have all increased,
according to Anheuser-Buscb
vice president of corporate
social responsibility, Carol
Clark.
-"This grant from AnheuserBusch is important as we work
to educate students and affect
their attitudes regarding alcohol
use,' said MSU President Randy
Dunn. -The social norms
approach offers a better means
of decreasing alcohol abuse on
campus — and thus decreasing
the other attendant high-risk
behaviors that arise from that.
We are grateful for this funding
— and with the other grantors
State,
Florida
including
Michigan State, Ole Miss and
other well-known higher education institutions, this grant puts
us in great company in providing leadership on this problem
for the nation."
The grant will be used to
enhance the work of the MSU
Coalition for Alcohol Risk
Education (CARE) whose
efforts have heightened awareness on Murray State's campus
about the safe, responsible and
legal use of alcohol. CARE will
use the funds for assessment,
education and social norms messaging with the goal of reducing
underage and high risk drinking.
"Anheuser-Busch applauds
the university's administration
for its leadership in addressing
the issues of underage and abusive drinking. We praise this
ongoing work Co promote
healthy student behavior, and we
are proud to support these
efforts," says Joley.

HOSPITAL

7iergi

By MARIA CHENG
AP Medical Writer
LONDON (AP) — Drug-resistant tuberculosis is spreading even
taster than medical experts had feared, the World Health
Organization warned in report issued Tuesday.
The rate of TB patients infected with the drug-resistant strain
topped 20 percent in some countries, the highest ever recorded, the
U.N. agency said.
"Ten years ago, it would have been unthinkable to see rates like
this.",- said Dr. Mario Raviglione. director of WHO's "Stop TB!'
department. -This demonstrates what happens when you keep making mistakes in TB treatment.Though the report is the largest survey of drug-resistant TB,
based on information collected between 2002 and 2006, there are
still major gaps: Data were only available from about half of the
world's countries.
In Africa, where experts are particularly worried-about a lethal
collision between TB and AIDS, only six countries provided information.
"We really don't know what the situation is in Africa."
Raviglione.said. "If multi-drug resistant TB has penetrated Afnca
and coincides with AIDS, there's bound to be a disaster."
Raviglione Said it was likely that patients — and even entire outbreaks of drug-resistant TB — were being missed.
Experts also worry about the spread of XDR-TB, or extensively
drug-resistant TB. a strain virtually untreatable in poor countries.
When an XDR-TB outbreak was identified in AIDS patients in
South Africa in 2(X)6, it killed nearly every patient within weeks.
WHO's report said XDR-TB has now been found in 45 countries.
Globally, there are about 54X1.(XX) new cases of drug-resistant TB
every year. about 5 percent of the 9 million new TB cases. In the
United States. 1.2 percent of TB cases were multi-drug resistant. Of
those, 1.9 percent were extensively drug-resistant.
The highest rates of drug-resistant TB were in eastern Europe.
Nearly a quarter of all TB cases in Baku. Azerbaijan, were drugresistant, followed by about 20 percent in Moldova and 16 percent
in Donetsk. Ukraine, WHO said.
High rates of drug-resistant TB were also found in China and
India, the world's two most populous nations that together are home
io half the world's cases.
Drug-resistant TB arises when priMary TB treatment is poor
Couqtrics with strong treatment programs, like the U.S. and other
Western nations, should theoretically have very little drug-resistant
TB.
That is not,the case in China, however, where the government
says 94 percent of TB patients complete their first TB treatment.
-There's a huge, gross discrepancy there if they are then reporting 25 percent of the world's multi-drug resistant TB cases," said
Mark Harnngton. executive director of Treatment Action Group, a
public health think tank. -They are clearly nurturing a multi-drug
resistant TB epidemic and failing to report XDR-TB at all.With growing numbers of drug-resistant TB patients, there is
concern some national health systems will soon be overwhelmed.
-We are totally off track nght now." said Dr Tido von SchoenAngerer. executive director of Medecins Sans Frontiere's Campaign
for Access to Essential Medicines. He said only 30,000 multi-drug
TB resistant patients were treated last year.
Experts said new drugs are needed if the outbreak is to be curbed,
along with new diagnostic tests to identify drug -resistant TB strains
faster -- current tests take about a month for results
WHO said a new diagnostic test able to provide results within a
day is being tried in South Africa and Lesotho. If successful the test
could be introduced across Africa in a few months, though new labs
would be needed to run the tests.
"Multi-drug resistant TB is a threat to every person on the planet.- Hamngton said. "Ifs not like HIV. where you are only Infected
through specific actions. TB is a threat to every person who takes a
train or a plane
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COMMUNITY
- Calloway County Republicans
• will host Lincoln Day Dinner

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Calloway County Republicans will host
the Purchase Area Lincoln Day Dinner on
Saturday at 6 p.m. in the Murray State
University Curris Center.
The keynote speaker will be Kentucky's
senior senator and minority leader Mitch
McConnell. Also speaking will be U.S. Congressman Ed Whitfield and State Senator
Ken Winters.
For reservations call 759-1556 or 2933044.

GED practice test Saturday

The Calloway County Adult and Family
Education Center will offer a chance for
adults to take the GED official practice test
on Saturday from 8 a.m, to noon at the center at 1900 North
12th St.. Murray. This opportunity is fee and will provide you
with information on whether you are ready to sign up for and
take the actual GED test. For information or to reserve a place
on Saturday call 759- 5525.

American Legion Post will meet
Billy Lane Lauffer American Legion Post #73 will meet
Thursday at 7 p.m. at the new American Legion Hall at 310
Bee Creek Dr. (just north of Schwann's Ice Cream) on North
Fourth Street. The primary topic of discussion will be paving
of the parking lot and a firm date for the Post grand opening. All veterans are invited. For information call Commander
Duane Brown at 753-8985.

Glory Bound Entertainment Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will be he Aurora Singers. For more information call Joe
Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick
Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glory-bound@hotmail.com

Red Cross Blood Drive Thursday
Calloway County American Red Cross will have a blood
drive on Thursday from I to 6 p.m. at North Calloway Elementary School.

oiamsm
Additional volunteers needed for Reality Day

By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Additional volunteers are
needed to assist with the second half of the annual Murray-Calloway County Reality
Day activities, according to
Ginny Harper, Calloway County Extension Agent for 4H/Youth Development.
The event is planned for
Friday, at the National Guard
Armory. The second day of
the two-day event was canceled last week due to inclement
weather.
Harper said several volunteers are needed. "Volunteers
are needed for the first session which runs from 8:15 a.m.
to 11 a.m. and the second session which runs from 11:45
a.m. to 2:30 p.m.." she noted.
Students from the Calloway
County School System and the
Murray Independent School
System participate in the annual "Welcome to the Real World"
event.
Through various hands-on
activities, students learn about
many of the issues that face
residents everyday. They pay
bills, buy groceries and even
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
face unexpected situations that Students from the Calloway County School System and the Murray
Independent School
arise. Students also face an System participated in the annual Murray-Calloway
County Reality Store at Murray State
assortment of scenarios includ- University's Curris Center.
Students taking part in the "Welcome to the Real World" activities
ing decisions about occupations,
learned about many of the issues that face residents everyday. Pictured above, Mark
marriage status, children, estiKennedy, left, works with Taylor Pryor, a 10th grade student at CCHS, at the Internal Revenue
mated salaries, paying taxes
Service booth.
and more.
Harper said the February 29 grade students in the city and
For more information or to gram, contact Harper at 753event will be for all seventh county schools.
volunteer to help with the pro- 1452 or 293-1558.

Mother to Mother Group to meet
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

FUN & FASHION
By D.K. Kelley

Shriners Bingo Friday
Murray Shriners announced that Bingo will be held Friday
at 6:30 p.m. at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help support many local and Shrine charitable
activities.
T. 7.-"xx

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Lenten fish fry is each Friday
. St. Leo Catholic Church will have its annual

Lenten fish
fry Friday from 4:30 to 6:30 in the Parish Hall of the church.
Served will be catfish, fries or baked potato, cole slaw, white
beans, hushpuppies, dessert and drink. These will continue each
Friday until March 14. The itiMic is invited. For more information call 753-3876.

Project Graduation plans promotion
Callwoay County High School Project Graduation 2008 has
a rebate day today from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade. Customers are asked to tell the cashier they are there for
the group.

TOPS will meet Thursday
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway
Public Library as the library. For information call Stephanie
Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

SS representative here Thursday
A Social Security representative
County Public Library on Thursday
p.m. He will assist in filing claims.
toll free at 1-800-772-1213 or the
247-8095.

will be at the Calloway
from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30
For more information call
Mayfield office at 1-270-

Compassionate Friends will meet
Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet Thursday
at 7:30 p.m. in the private dining room at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. This is for all parents who have lost a child
or young adult through death. For more information contact
Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 1731-498-8324.

Scott's Grove plans promotion
Scott's Grove Baptist Church will have a rebate night at
Gatti's Pizza today from 5 p.m. to closing. This will be to
help the 4th. 5th and 6th grade Sunday school students to go
to Crosspoint this summer. Customers are asked to tell the
cashier they are there for the church.

MHS Quarterback Club to meet
Murray High School Quarterback Club will meet today at
at the school.

5. IS

Assessment Committee to meet
Calloway County High School Assessment Committee will
meet today at 3:15 in room 204 of the school.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church
For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

Grief Recovery Program lists date
A new Gnef Recovery Outreach Program has been changed
to Monday. March 10, in the third floor classroom of MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The 12-week program will meet
from 7 to 9 p.m. every Monday for 12 weeks. For more information or to reserve a spot. contact Kerry Lambert. MCCH
chaplain at 762-1274.

Photo provided

OFFICERS INSTALLED: Woodmen of the World Lodge 827 Officers for the 2008-2009
recently installed by State Manager Greg Robertson, were from left, front row, Lois Anderson.
Joann Faihst, Shawn Johnson, back row, Molly Anderson, Colleen Anderson, Kris Johnson,
Jason Royalty, Mark Anderson, Mike Faihst and Kim Royalty. Lodge 827 meets on the fourth
Monday of each month and for information contact Colleen Anderson at 753-2267.
. •
•

Leach, MSU student,
awarded activity grant

•

•

•

•
II •

Ryan Leach, senior psychology major at Murray State University, was recently awarded
an Undergraduate Research and
Scholarly Activity grant in the
amount of $320.
project,
Leach's
titled
"Social Norming and Alcohol
Abuse" will focus on determining if one approach to social
forming works better than oth
ers in the short-term.

By using a control group
and two experimental groups,
Leach will perform a series of
presentations that will determine the alcohol perceptions
of the participants in regard
to the presentation that they
will view. Leach also hopes
that through this experiment a
correlation between the effec-

•
•
•

•

• •

Our Registered
Bridal Couples: ••
Rebecca Sparks
& Brett Sorrells
Jessica Bybee
& Seth Grogan

pants.

•

•

Whitney Puckett
& Philip Sollitto

S I

Jerina Gardner
& Rich Edwards

•See Page 8A

The Oaks
Country Club

•

Courtney Cross
& Brandon Steele
Jessica McKnight
& Josh Dunn
•

Kristin Johnson
& Andrew Logar
Megan Jones
8r Aaron Storey

New Memberships

Jennifer Evans
& brew Henry

Senior Memberships (62 8 over)
starting at.S rA7 a month

Beth Ann Dunavant
& Justin Pounds

Youth Memicerships

Rebecca Boyd
& Edward Baust

•

&Family
under)

•

Ainktial0 0 a month
Call for details
(270) 75-3 6454
_
www.t eoaks.cc

Itndar.
'Reftist-t-N rir' gifts
University Square
12th Street • Murray
•

Old Man Winter is back again for a few
days and we have allot our fall and winter
merchandise, including shoes 75% off
What a great time to buy something to
round out the season and perk up the winter
blahs
We are also harm a special on Not lour
Palter's iC41115 and Lucky Jeans. dry will
be 25% off for a short time as well as all
ileum jackets Not lour Dauehter's Jeans
have the tummy tuck and make you look 10
lb% thinner, and they are so comfortable you
could sleep in them.
Lucky Jeans have been around a long time
and they are a favonte of those who like a
lower roe. We base them in many styles and
washes the coke of the demnr as well as
the new dark denim, wide leg trouser jean,
which I really like It fits well. Not Your
Daughter's Jeans also have a wide leg, dart
denim trouser jean as well as black and
brown. They have the higher roe and come
to the waist.
We have some cute denim jackets that can
be worn with your skirts or with your dress

12701 759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5,
Saturday 10-2
•

•

We also have a rack of novelty jackets that
are also;last These are cute new spring
jackets that we arc running a special on
If you need a dress for a wedding. tea or
Easter we have a Mt of very' cute ones This
is a gnat year for dresses. There are also
some left on the 75% off rack that are very
MCC
Ness spring merchandise is amsuig daily
with the longer shorts, all lengths of capn's
EY eryone's favorite Lauren Vidal cam's are
here They never wrinkle. just wash and
wear They last foresee. I have sonar that
arc five or six years old and still look like
new
This spring is a very stylish one for fashion There is something for everyone and
we have sizes 2-18 and fashions for nes!,
age from high school to our more mature
ladies
It you haven't tried Spans undergarments
you don't know what you're trussing They
we so slimming and comlortabk you won't
believe how much difference they make in
how you look in your clothing
Congratulations to Sharon Watson who
won the jewelry' last Friday at our weekly
door prize
Quote of the Week "A single event can
awaken within us a stranger prnmusly
unknown to us"Antoine de Sarni Exupery
Tip of the Week Try our Miss Oops for
lips to prevent them front being chapped.
Try oil Save My Feet Blister Elou to prevent blows and callouses from tennis shoes
or a pair of new shoes These products really work
Sias. tuned to nen week's Fiat .4 Fashion
'Tor!
P.5. Be sure to check out out earls von
$1Mlabs211-113111*Jacktts'''

41S 1LLET
The Sornethunr For Ererwww Sion

305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441
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Fox and Kirks

Yates and McClure

Puckett and Sollitto

Sherial and Roger Underwood and Jerry and Donna Fox,
all of Murray, announce the engagement of their daughter,
Heather Nicole Fox, to Jeffrey Thomas Kirks, son of Wade
and Sheila Kirks of Murray.
Miss Fox is the granddaughter of Nina and Prince Lee Fox
and Inez Harmon of Murray and the late Roy Allen Harmon. ,
Mr. Kirks is the grandson of J.P. and Frances Walker of
Murray and the late Romel (Took) Kirks and Willadean Nous•
den.
The bride-elect is a 2005 graduate of Murray High School. •
She attended Murray State University and is employed by
Pulmo Dose of Murray.
The groom-elect is a 2000 graduate of Calloway County
High School and is employed by the City of Murray,
The wedding will be Saturday, March 8, 2008, at 2 p.m.
at Glendale Road Church of Christ..
All relatives and friends are invited.

Mr. and Mrs. James R. Yates of Murray announce the
Kim and Debbra Puckett of Murray announce the engageRoss
of their younger daughter. Erin Lindsey Yates, to
Philip
engagement
to
Puckett.
ment of their daughter, Whitney Kate
Mr. and
Sollitto. son of Kara Sollitto and the late Jerry Wino of Pad- Andrew Glenn McClure of Clarksville. Tenn.. son of
Murray.
of
McClure
Randy
Mrs.
ucah.
Miss Yates is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Miss Puckett is the granddaughter of Don and Donna Smith
all of Murand James Puckett and the late Sylvia Puckett. all of Murray. T. McDaniel and Mr. and Mrs. Dewey E. Yates.
Ross
Sue
Maymc
ray.
and
of
Billy
grandson
is
the
Mr. Sollitto
Mr. McClure is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
ot Paducah. the late Head and Thelma Tilley of Paducah and
Holzschul .and the late Mr. and Mrs. Floyd McClure, all of
the late Jerry P Sollitto of Staniford. Conn.
The bride-elect is a 2003 graduate of Calloway Couniy High Murray.
The bride-elect, a 2003 graduate of Murray High School, is
• School and a 2007 graduate. with a degree in nursing, of West
pursuing a degree in elementary education at Austin Peay State
'Kentucky Community Technical College.
The groom-elect is a 2001 graduate of Lone Oak High University. Clarksville. Tenn.
McClure
A 2000 graduate of Murray High School,
School and a 2005 graduate, with a bachelor's degree in finance.
from Mur2007
in
engineering
graphic
in
degree
Coma
at
received
employed
currently
is
He
Universuy.
State
Murray
f
1,
ray State University. He is employed by Trane in Clarksville.
munity Health Systems in Franklin. Tenn.
A small private wedding is planned in May.
lhe wedding will be Saturday. March 29, 2008 at 2 p.m.
are
friends
and
relatives
All
Christ.
of
Church
University
at
invited

me

'Girls in Engineering'
rescheduled for March 4•
the "(iirlsin Engineering•
'sent !Of sisal grade girls I
Callossa and Muria) middle
reitet!..b.ra
esent was tanseled Feb 21
4•due to inclement weather '
the Murray State Univers'
ty department ot engineering
and phssis s hosts the es rni
More than I 75 sitth-grade girls
are eye.,fed to par1ii. mate 10
this aktisits
Callow
Middle
Sc. hi l4 ii students will compete
iii INQ se,s•II3ns. 5-9 and lii
I I a in (iirls front, Murral.
Middle Sc. h001 will comix•te
from- I in 2 p in All competition will take place at the Hoke
neldhouse at Calloway ORM-

Bridai
Recpstni
lessit livhet•
& Seth S aisgan
Al.we...m Mathis
dc len Miirs I
: ••

Mclvor and Patterson vows said Feb.9
The wedding of Janice Clopton Patterson of Anoka. Fla.,
and John Mclvor of Jacksonville, Fla., was Saturday. Feb. 9.
2008. in Jacksonville. Fla., with both of their families in attendance.
The bride is the daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Gatlin
Clop*. 411441am sod the posse hp4hettan of the he. Mediae.*
and William Nadi of Alarm. They both attended Murray Training School.
This is the second wedding for the couple. They were first
married in 1948 when Janice was in high school, but divorced
after three years. They both later were remarried and her spouse
died after 37 years of marriage and his spouse died after 48
years of marriage. Through the computer, the couple met again
and were married in Jacksonville. Ha., with the rehearsal dinner at a hotel where the couple visited together 60 years ago.
Among those attending the wedding were _Frances Horton
Adams and husband, Bob. of Albuquerque. N.M., and Raymond Copeland and wife. Fran. of Chattanooga. Tenn., former
classmates of the couple at Murray Training Sahool.

High School.
This activity involves a competition modeled alter the Stirviva' television show. with the
girls w'irking in teams to pipe
v.iiter hum an "0411% to their
camps" They have to design
a PVC piping system to transport the water around, over
and under obstacles The water
IS then used to turn on a small
generator 'and light an LED.
illustrating energy conversion
and electncity production.
The 'girls learn practical
problem-solsing skills, teamwork, quantitative skills of
engineenng
measurement,
design and econorniv:s in a very
supporlise environment. Female
engineering students and -lacFrom Page XA
' kitty mentor this aCtIVIly.
This marks. the fifth year tiveness of the kesentation and
4,4 the event, which to date how much a participant drinks
has insolved nearly 900 girls. will be revealed.
The nent is sponsored by
Dr. Paula Waddill. profesTVA. and is designed to encour- sor of psychology, will serve
age girls to consider engineer- a_s faculty mentor on this projing as an area of study for ,ect.
"future careers
Having worked with Leach

a
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RRAY, KY 42071

It is hard to believe February is almost omer but we are anxiously
awaiting the arrival ot Spnng" I think weare all suftenng from a little hit ot spring Fever and are really looking forward to being able
to spend some time outside! We are planning for several outings
starting in March so spring better get here soon'

3

,•‘.
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Ac 1,,serh 'Sloars
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Jack Pot Winners
Every month or sco we put all the resident names in a pot and
draw names for a 810 cash prise. Congratulations to the following sit winners Sarah flatulent% Lillian Umbarger, Cleo Key,
Sands Cooky Evelyn Edwards'and Cornelia Williams
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753-9449
sscr, ri 106 Sat '03
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Mr. and Mrs. Billy Gerald Rodgers
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Gerald Rodgers of 10877 St. Rt. 564,
Farmington. will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on
Sunday. March 16. 2008.
The event will be from 2 to 4 p.m. at Farmington Baptist
Church. All relatives and friends are invited.
- Mr. Rodgers and the former JoAnn Newsom were married
March IS. 1958. in Corinth. Miss., with Bernard D. Swell,
justice of the peace. officiating. Their witnesses were Howard
and Doris Colley.
Mrs. Rodgers is the daughter of the late Raymond and Elizabeth Newsom. She is a retired elementary school teacher.
Mr. Rodgers is the son of Henry and Julie Rodgers. He is
retired from General Tire, Mayfield.
They have two daughters. Selina Kelley of Villa Ridge, Ill..
and Marisa Smith of Benton: four grandchildren and 1 greatgrandchild.

Rirti; .r2riouncqrrigni
Meghan Elizabeth Clark
Dr. Susan Davis and Brent and 9 ounces. She has one sisClark of Fort Worth. Texas, ter. Sarah. and one brother.
are the parents of a daughter. Christopher
Grandparents are Ray and
Meghan Elizabeth Clark. born
on Fnday. Ian. 4, 2008. at .Linda Clark of Crossland Road,
Methodist Hospital. Fort Worth. Murray. Ky., and Rev. Hugh
The baby weighed 8 pounds Davis of Ponsboro. Texas

Residents Ceiallwattag Birthdays This Week
James Cohoon - February 25
Katy Schnautz • February 25
Vicki Reese- February 26
Barbara Parker - March 2

MAW

last semester to begin phase
one of his project. Waddill
expressed her confidence in his
success by saying."I have found
him to be careful and conscientious and a critical thinker.
He is motivated and detail-oriented, and from my iiiteractions with him during his work
last semester. 1 have no doubt
that he will complete the
research study in a timely manner.Leach will present his project in Chicago at the annual
convention held by the Association for Psychological Science (APS). This'project will
also be presented during MSU's
Scholars Week that is April
21-25. 2008.
More information about this
program may be found online
at campus.murraystate.edu/services/URSA/index.html.

Awaiting Spring
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Peal named as February Murray High
School Rotary Student of the Month
a

Laken Peal, Murray High
School senior, was named the
Rotary February Student of the
Month for Murray High School.
Selected by faculty members,
Peal was recently recognized
for this honor during a Rotary
meeting.
A four-year MHS cheerleader, Peal was also named a
Regional Kentucky Association
of Pep Organization Sponsors
(KAPOS)recipient at the recent
cheerleading competition. After
performing with the MHS
Cheerleaders' as an exhibition
team in preparation for the
teams' upcoming national competition, Peal was awarded a
$350 scholarship to be used
at the University of her choice.
Peal said every senior cheerleader who meets the academic requirements is eligible to
apply. "The application process
is a series of essays, and an
actual application," she said.
"After this process, six cheerleaders are chosen from schools
Photo provided
in our region."
WINNERS: Winners in the 2008 Murray Woman's Club Music Department Sophomore
Formed 52 years ago for the
Scholarship auditions were, from left, Kala Dunn, piano; Felicia Gammon, soprano; Rebecca
purpose of promoting and
Shank,
Marshall
kneeling,
soprano,
Silliman,
Erin
Thompson, marimba; Kaylee Marks, oboe,
improving the art of cheerflute. Funds for the awards are raised through Music Department Chorus and Ensemble per- leading, KAPOS goals of cheerformances in the communnity and at a dinner concert held in May.
leading include leading the fans
in an organized manner and
encouraging teams to perform
to their maximum potential,
and hopefully win. Good sportsmanship and strong school spirit are essential elements in
attaining these goals.
The captain of the 2008 MHS
Varsity Girls' Soccer team and
former captain of the MHS
cheerleaders, Peal was also able
to experience another recent win
Greg Miller was the speakas the Murray High School
er at the February meeting of
Cheerleaders received first
the Calloway County Genealogplace in the state in-game comical Society held at the annex
petition after competing against
of Calloway County Public
15 other teams at the Class A
Library.
State Boys' Basketball TourMiller discussed the Civil
nament held in Richmond .
War as it effected Callwoay
This is the third time (1999,
identified
County citizens. He
2005 and 2008)the MHS cheerindividuals who were involved
leaders have received this award
and the military leaders who
and is the second time the
marched through the Jackson
senior members claimed this
Purchase.
title.
The next meeting of the
Since 1999, the MHS cheersociety will be Friday. March
leaders have traveled to the
7, at II am. in the annex of
,,Class A stme tournament five
the Calloway County Public
Photo pro4Idad times (four with the girls, one
Library. The meeting will teaboys) under the guidGreg Miller, left, was speaker at the meeting of Calloway with the
lure show and tell items with
ance of their coach, Jill HernMurdock,
Jean
is
right
Pictured
Society.
the family history. Visitors are County Gnealogical
don. A fourth place recognisociety member.
welcome to attend.

Miller
speaker at
genealogical
society meet

program as a presidential scholarship recipient. She hopes to ;
pursue a career in education.;
"1 would like to teach high
school students, with a focusl
on junior students."
.#
A four year MHS Spanish-;
student and a first-place Foreign Language Festival honoree, Peal is enrolled in thel.
Advanced
MHS
Placement(AP) Spanish course :
as well as AP US History and
AP English."My sister, Lau- -;
ren, will be graduating from
(UK) with a Spanish major,
and she is a large influence
in why I have continued with
Spanish. I know that it will
benefit me wherever life takes
me, and it is a beautiful lanLaken Peal
guage. 1 will be competing in,
tion was given to the girls in the Foreign Language Festival-A
2002 and a third place award again this year in the recita—
tion category."
in 2004.
Lisa Polivick, Peal's MHS
Peal said she can't take the
credit for winning, because it AP US History and AP Engwho describes
takes a team. "It was amaz- lish teacher
ing. I have always had a pas- Peal as 'well rounded, extremesion for cheerleading, and this ly self-confident and a natural
year isn't even over. The accom- leader,' said she admires Peal's
plishments the other seniors ability to balance so many
and I have experienced are things in her life. "She is a
things to cherish, and they loyal supporter of Murray High
wants to see our
serve as a well-deserved reward and
every
in
for all the hard work we have students succeed
put in since seventh grade to endeavor, both athletic and acabe where we are. It is an demic. Her intelligence and selfamazing feeling to be reward- assurance will enable her to suced in so many ways for my ceed in all of her endeavors."
As Peal prepares to leave
passion."
A 2007 Governor Scholar MHS she describes the tiger
Program (GSP) recipient, Peal tradition as "honesty and loyattended the five-week sum- alty." "I have really seen how
mer program last summer at huge being a loyal friend
Bellermine University and stud- impacts those around you, and
ied communications. Selected the opinions others form about
from the pool of 1,953 Ken- you when you are considered
tucky high school GSP appli- a loyal person, and with that
cants, Peal was chosen on her comes honesty. Because, withacademic achievement, student out honesty, no one knows
profile, essay and teacher rec- who they truly are. "
A member of the Westside
ommendations. "I absolutely
loved the Governor Scholar pro- Baptist Church, Peal is the
gram," she said. "It was five daughter of Jill and Randy
weeks long, but it flew by, Herndon of Murray and Greg
and I made friendships that and Amy Peal of Calvert City.
will last a lifetime. It felt like
I spent a summer at college
To find out
with friends I had known forwhat's
ever."
happenin
An MHS senior who was
in your
recently selected by her classmates as -The Best Looking" community
read the
senior female student, Peal has
been accepted into the University of Kentucky honor's
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State police
investigating
discovered body
Staff RepOft
MAY HELD. Ky. — Kentucky State Police detectives are currently investigating the death of a Marshall County man found
deceased in Graves County.
On Monday, Kentucky State Police began an investigation into
the disappearance of Donald Morris of Hardin. On Tuesday. investigators with Kentucky State Police located Morris's body near the
Kalcr Community of Graves County.
An autopsy of the body was scheduled to be performed today to
assist in determining the cause of Morris's death.
The investigation is continuing by Del. John Sims with the
Kentucky State Police.

Whitfield says racing
industry should
eliminate drug use
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) A Kentucky congressman says
it might he time for the federal
government to
get involved in
the horse racing industry in
order to get nd
performof
ance-enhancing drugs.
Whitfield is the
top Republican
on a House
meeting
is
that
panel
Wednesday to discuss the role
of steroids in sports. Among the
witnesses expected 'to testify is
Whitfield

Alexander Waldrop. president
of the National Thoroughbred
Racing Association.
In his opening statement,
the
suggested
Whitfield
Amencan horse racing industry
has done little over the last three
decades to correct perceptions
of a drug problem. He blamed
steroids in part for the frequent
breakdowns of horses on the
track.
Whitfield concluded by saying that if the industry doesn't
correct itself, it might be time to
send the "federal cavalry" into
the stables.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
in the West Regional
Tuesday
participated
region
the
throughout
from
students
school
High
N:
COMPETITIO
SKILLS
customer service,
including
divisions
numerous
in
competed
Students
centers.
area
technology
for
Competitions
Leadership
team debate: job
a
bowl;
quiz
a
speeches;
prepared
readiness;
job
and
skills
action
extemporary speaking: job interviews:
Pictured above,
skill demonstrations; posters; and more. Winners in the MSU competition will advance to state competition. Carpentry diviin the
Randy Adams, a senior from Fulton County. demonstrates stomp and drag skills for a textured ceiling
sion.

Introducing
unliTited calling.
Talk all you want for just $9999/month:
Call anyone on any phone (including landlines) in the U.S.
'Other monthly charges aniny se,

III Preparedness ...
From Front
thiterenve het. ause a ei 01 people hear that second sound and think
another storm is coming."
Call said the public should immediately tune into local radio stations in the event of severe weather for the latest news and any
thstnicUsnis connected to the alert.
'IlMeseirMsilik.Cattliskted allassa.tra.tba itassLiailCossaube pro,
pared to serve those attested ti!, a disaster. "Luckily for Calloway
County we have a sec) effective Red Cross chapter. To coordinate
sheltering in cast of a disaster and the need to house people, the Red
Cross has actually taken the lead on that In some counties they
aren't fortunate." Call said.
The chapter has designated several churches, tire stations,
schools and other public buildings around Murray and Calloway
County as shelters. The sites were selected under Red Cross and
state guidelines because they are handicapped accessible. provide
large areas where tables. scio:and other necessities can he provided.
as well as hathroian and even kitchen facilities are available.
Primary shelters include the Weak% Conununity Center oh
Poplar Street and First United Methodist-Church on Maple Street,
as well as schools in both the Murray Independent and Calloway
County school districts. Others include Elm Grove and Poplar
Spnngs Baptist churches. Glendale Road Church of Christ and a
saner, of churches of all denominations scattered across the county. as well as at least one Calloway County Fire-Rescue substation
in the Hamlin area
Heather Bosse. a spokeswoman for the chapter. said Tuesday that
the facilities must have some basic amenities that are common to
most public: buildings
he handicapped accessible, no smoking in the
-They hese
building, have bathrooms and if ifs going to he an overnight shelter it has to have A place where they can separate the men from the
women and the cots.' she said. "It doesn't have to have a kitchen
hesause we can have food brought to them.';
- BMW said some of the sites can shelter up to onls 10 persons
while others, such as First Methodist, can shelter more than 25o
Basic utilities Are also a necessity to provide water, heating and
!testing.
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READ ACROSS AMERICA: Students at Calloway County's
Southwest Elementary School are busy getting ready for
their Friday celebration in conjunction with Read Across
America Week according to Cathenne Bright, library media
specialist and school technology coordinator Pictured above
are Caden Bohannon and Olivia Feldhouse with Dr Suess
items
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 07-CI-00308
AMERICAS WHOLESALE LENDER,
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 07-CI-00500

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY cmcurr COURT
Civil Action No. 06-CI-00106
PLAINTIFF
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WELLS FARGO BANK N A

(E CAPITAL FRANCHISE FINANCE
iRPORATION,

PLAINTIFF,

PLAINTIFF
VS. NOTICE OF SALE

VS N(YrICE OF SALE
VS NOTICE OF MASTER COMMISSIONER'S SALE
CHRISTOPHER L ALEXANDER AND
MIRANDA J ALEXANDER,

ALLAN TODD DALTON,
DEFENDA.NTS.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on January 14, 2008, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $79,499.81, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, March 14, 2008. at the hour of
10:00 am.. local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with it. addrese being 71 Crossland Road. Murray,
KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows',
A part of the Northwest Quarter of Section 36, lbwnahip 2. Range 3 East
Beginning at a point in the West right-of-way line of Kentucky Hwy 1783. said
point being 308 feet 4 inches South of the intersection of the West right-of-way
line of Kentucky Hwy. #783 and the South right of way line of Kentucky Hwy.
#94. thence in a westerly direction for a distance of approximately 205 feet to a
point; thence in a southerly direction for a distance of approximately 125 feet to
a point, thence in an easterly direction for a distance of approximately 205 feet
to the west right of way line of Kentucky Hwy. #783; thence in a northerly direction and along the West right of way line of Kentucky Hwy. *783 for a distance
of approximately 125 feet to the point of beginning.
Kentucky Hwy #783 in the above description was erroneously referred to as
Hwy. 1023 in a Deed from Otto S. Parks, et ux.. to Ronald L. Lockhart, et us,
dated February 6, 1958, and of record in Deed Book 106, Page 51, Calloway
County Clerk's Office
Being the same property conveyed to Christopher L Alexander and wife.
Miranda J. Alexander, by deed dated December 1, 2005. of record in Deed Book
628, Page 653, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty (30)
days, but if sold on. credit of thirty (30) days. the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase pnce and execute bond
with good and sufficient surety for the remainder, bearing interest at 12% per
annum from the data of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirtydays. A hen shall be retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the
property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes.
This 30th day of January, 2008
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

EPA ANNOUNCES THE AVAILABILITY OF THE REMOVAL
ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD FOR THE EAST CALLOWAY MIDDLE
SCHOOL MERCURY SPILL IN MURRAY,CALLOWAY COUNTY,
KENTUCKY
The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) announced today
that the Administrative Record for the East Calloway Middle School Mercury
Spill in Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky is available for public review.
The Administrative Record file includes documents that form the basis for sel,
ton of the removal action. A removal is a short-term cleanup intended to stab:Lim •site that pax., an imminent and subetantial threat to human health or
the environment Documents in the record may include, but are not limited to,
preliminary assessment and inspection reports, test results, and the Action
Memorandum. All interested persons are encouraged to review and comment an
the documents.
The documents will be available for public review during normal business hours
at the following location.
US EPA Records Center - Region 4
Sam Nunn Atlanta Federal Center 11th Floor
61 Forsyth Street, SW
Atlanta. GA 30303-3104
Attn. Debbie Jourdan
EPA will accept comments regarding the Administrative Record during the
public comment period which begins on February 29th, 2008 and ends on March
29th, 2008 Comments should be addressed to Art Smith, Federal On-Scene
Coordinator, US EPA Region 4, ERFtB, 11th Floor, 61 Forsyth Street, SW,
Atlanta, GA 30303-3104 At the end of the 30-day comment period, a written
response to all pertinent comments will be prepared in a responsiveness summary and pieced in the file
The site consists of mercury contaminstion in a private residence on Wildcat
Drive in Murray. Kentucky

GD DEAL HOLDINGS, LLC, et al,

Pursuant to a Judgment and Order of Sale entered on February 12. 2007, in the
above-styled action, I will sell at public outcry at the front door of the Calloway
County Courthouse, Murray, Kentucky, the property described herein according
to the following terms and conditions:
DATE OF SALE
Friday, March 7, 2008, at the hour of 1000 a.m . local prevailing time. or as
soon thereafter as said sale may be held.

PLACE OF SALE
Calloway County Courthouse, 101 South Fifth Street, Murray, Calloway County,
KY 42071.
AMOUNT OF MONEY TO BE RAISED
Amount of Judgment.

526,995.628.84

The Court has also awarded court costa, attorneys'fees, interest and the cost of
this Master Commissioner's Sale.
,

ragiciurnoN

OF PROPERTY
This property is located at 1500 North 12th Street, Murray, KY. and is more
particularly described as follows:

[gm

020

Loa Ind Found

BMW
Murray High
Booster Club
Ai Knights of Columbus.
Squire Rd
(.PM on the
I Sat of the month

heck
s out
n the
Web!

THE Murray Ledge
& Times considers
its sources reliable,
but inaccuracies do
Readers
Occur
using this information do so at their
own risk Although
persons and compamentioned
nies
herein are believed
to be reputable. The
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept
any responsibility
whatsoever for their
acttvibes

LOST Chocolate Lab
Lost off Highway 280
Panorama
near
1 year old
Shores
Reward
female
Justin 270-547-1687

LOST Female BOON.
2 yrs. old, reward
offered.(270)753-3958

LOST. White male with
bnndle patch over one
eye. 6-mo old Last
seen Fn,
Coopertown/Adams
Rd. area. If found call
(270)435-4425 Jeff
Cooper

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on January' 14. 2008, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $111,784.23, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, March 14, 2008, at the hour of
1000 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 258 Murray-Paris Road.
Murray. KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows..
Legal description of a tract of land situated approximately 1.0 miles southeast of
the City of Murray, in the County of Calloway, State of Kentucky. being a part of
the Northeast Quarter of Section 2, Township I, Range 4 East, and being Tract
2-D as shown by a Minor Subdivision Plat of the Nelda Wiggins property of
record in Plat Book 32, Page 58, Slide 3074, and being further described as follows,
Beginning at a" diameter rebar (w/cap #31751 set in the east line of the Old
Murray Pans Road. located 1281.55' south of the south right of way line of
Kentucky Highway 121 South, being the southwest corner of Tract 2-C, and
being the northwest corner of Tract 2-D described herein;

Lots No 8,9 and 10 in the WHEELER SUBDIVISION as shown by Amended '
Plat recorded in Plat Book 5. Page 17, in the Office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court.
THERE IS EXCEPTED THEREFROM that certain tract of land conveyed unto
the Commonwealth of Kentucky for the use and benefit of the Department of
Transportation by Deed. dated March 19, 1984. and of record in Cabinet 2,
Drawer 17, Book 165, Card 1459, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
Being the same real estate which was conveyed to GD Deal Holdings, LLC,•
Delaware limited liability company by Consolidation Deed from H & H
Investment Properties, LLP, a Kentucky registered limited liability partnership,
dated April 19,9901, recorded May 17, 2001, in Book 379, Page 615. in the eiBeit

of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.

thence, with the south line of Tract 2-C, south 81 deg. 07' 36' east 972.12' to a ?"
diameter rebar I w/cap #31751 set in the west line of the Kathy Ann Lyons property (Deed Book 173, Card 1387), being the southeast corner of Tract 2-C and
the northeast corner of Tract 2-D-.
thence, with Lyons' west line, south 06 deg. 19' 30" west 241.00' tea" diameter
rebarlw/cap #3175) set, the northeast corner of the Sue Lemmons property
(Deed Book 204, Page 1791:
thence, with Lemmons' north line, north 83 deg. 04' 59" west 936.05' to a"
diameter mbar(w)cap #3175)found in the east line of the Old Murray Paris
Road, Lemmons'northwest corner:
theses, 30 from and
ing. and thistenceir:
North 03 deg. 18 0.5.

tEliktB
1. The premises is indivisible and cannot be divided without matenally impairing its value and the value of the liens of Plaintiff and the liens of the
Governmental Defendants, and the premises shall be sold as a whole, free and
clear of all liens, claims, interests and encumbrances, other than restrictions
and easements of record, zoning laws affecting the property, etc
2. This sale is subject to all environmental regulations concerning the
Underground Storage Tanks located on the premises and that the sale of the
personal property collateral includes the Underground Storage Tanks. Any purchaser at the sale is required to comply with 401 EAR 42:200 Sec. 4(1) by completing and transmitting to the Commonwealth of Kentucky's Environmental
and Public Protection Cabinet's Division of waste Management a Notification of
Underground Storage Tank System Form within thirty (301 days after confirmation of the sale by the Court.

-

&rot

121 31

to an

angle

point.

North 00 deg 41 23" west 94.44' to an angle point:
North 03 deg. 13' 23' east 61.29' to the point of beginning.
This tract contains 5.6526 acres, but is subject howevet to a 10' wide public utility easement acmes the property and adjacent to the Old Murray-Paris Road.
Allan lbdd Dalton obtained title to the above described property by deed from
Dinkins Mobile Homes, Inc., dated April 20. 2005, of record in Book 590, Page
649, and by quitclaim deed from .Dedra Dalton, dated April 19, 2005, of record in
Book 590. Page 653, both in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
C

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty (30)
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty (30) days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner one-third of the purchase price, in cash, together with bonds
for the remainder, payable in two equal installment., with good and sufficient
surety, said remainder bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale
until paid. and fully due and payable within thirty days. A lien shall be retained
on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be
ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall be wild subject to the current ad valorem taxes.

4. The risk of loss shall be upon the purchaser immediately upon acceptance by
the Master Commissioner of its bid. The Purchaser shall be required to carry
insurance against fire and windstorm with extended coverage provisions in
some good and solvent insurance company to protect and secure the unpaid purchase money and to keep same in effect from the date of sale until execution and

This 30th day of January:, 2008
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

delivery of deed.
5 The above-described real property will be conveyed subject to such valid and
existing restrictions, reservations, limitations, conditions, exceptions, and
covenants as may be revealed in the record chain of title.
6 Neither the Master Commissioner nor any party hereto shall he deemed to
have warranted title to any purchaser with respect to the property sold
This 30th day of January. 2008
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Harla McClure
City Clerk
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Hein Vivid

Classifieds
270-753-1916

of
BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following posiRNs day and
tion.
afternoon shift. We
competitive
offer
wages and an excellent benefit package.
Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at
Britthayen of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton. KY
42025 E0E/AAE NO
CALLS
PHONE

subscribe to the

LEDGER&TIMES
Local Mail
Home Delivery
callomny)
—SALM
3mo.
3 mo.
6mo. ......
......—MAO 6mo.—...—$104.611
1
1 yr.

PLEASE

CAREGRIVER to sit
with elderly couple
7 753-5833
"

All Other Mail
Subacriptioat
3 mo........—$75.1011
3 MO------$70.56
6m.----MOS
6 mo..I yr.----SIAN 1 yr. —SMOG
Rest of KY/TN

MECHANIC
Part-time
Apply at Murray rental
& Sales
200 East Main, Murray

060

Help Wooded

Ponta, & Fluthenson

I Check

BABYSITTER needed
Call 270-227-7951.

Money Order

lama

MIC

1..i‘s I /111.

STEVE VIDMER

CAREER OPPORTUNITY Local insurance
office has opening for
an entry-level staff
position If you are
pleasant and personable, career-minded
ambitious, a self starter
with good work habits.
please apply in person
at 707 South 121h,
Suite A Murray, KY
NO PHONF CALLS'

060

[BMW:
Looking for
smiling
morning & lunch
help FT/PT.
Apply in
person
at Wendy's.

I .111 lilt Ititlinir,:
\ \sLos I\\(T
II \\kw
I;
t \I'll
11\11\ ‘1 1)111 \NI
1)1\ tiR( I ,1 ISl( /1)1
PR()ll

Name
I

St. Address

City_
Zip
I State_
I
Daytime Ph.
I '
Mail this coupon with payment to

753-1752

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040

1111s1`. AN. 111\1101\1 'II \t
.12•11r.

Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

550 seill..06•00......•••••••.••
ar•••••

parallel to the conborlme of said road, the fottoreum bewar-

3. The aforementioned property shall be *OW on a cash or credit basis of thirty
130) days, but if sold on a credit of thirty(30) days, the purchaser shall deposit,
with the Commissioner ten percent of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, same bearing interest at 12% per
annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty
days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner

The City of Nlurray is temporarily
closing the 2006 Tax Books on
February 29, 2008, to prepare a list
of delinquent tax bills. If ou ha't.
questions. please call 762-0350.

NAN

DEFENDANTS.

DEFENDANTS.

•

•• • •• -et vireo.se •

••• •••• ••• ••••••
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CLASSIFIEDS

211• Wednesday,February 27,2448

Nturrity Lettgrr & limes

Take Advayrtaffe ofour

LOIMI
Ikea

Nein

Leap Year Specie!!!

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 07-C1-00459
GREEN TREE SERVICING LLC, PLAINTIFF,

Advertise your business, house, car, boat...
whatever you need!
In the Classified section for
February 29 ONLY, we're offering
a 2x3 display ad, a $49.50 value,

VS NOTICE OP SALE
RAY WHITE, SHIRLEY WHITE
BENEFICIAL KY.INC . AND
CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY, DEFENDANTS
Circuit
By virtue of• Judgment and Order of Sal* entered by the Calloway
of Os
l'ourt on December 10, 2007 in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment
to offer tut
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of 161228 24, I shall proceed
)(Antoci',
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
hour '
the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, March 14. 2008. at the
located ,r
10 00• in local time, or thereabout, the following deacnbed property
as follow•
Calloway booty, Kentucky, and being more particularly described
miles southwest
Legal description of• tract of land situated approximately 1 5
being Lot
of the Worn of Dexter, in the County of Calloway, State of Kentucky,
record 1t
of• Subdivision Plat of the Gary Ahart and Debbie Mart property of
Subdivision
Plat Book 24, Page 29 Slide 2243 a neplat of Tract I of Minor
I.e.,/ furl her demetis.r
Plat of record an Plat Book 24 Page 24 •hrie. 1217 and
a• follow.

east or II .
4201
Beginning at. point in the centerline of Justin Drive, Its uteri
3 (inscribed honor
east line of Hopkins Road, being the southwest corner of Lot
throng)
thence with the east line of Lot 2. north 09 deg 43 fie' west, passing
to•
diameter mbar lw/cap /3175i set at 26 38 , for a distance 0( 2(1290 '
Lots 1 2 and the
diameter refuse ulocap 13175)found, a common corner with
newt/vireo owner

Part-time pft,ition, 1(11.
Circulation 1)e1rdit inent.
Mut he able to \\.(11.t,
early hour-.

diameter rettar rw,cap 13176 t

•
thence. with the west line of lot 4, south 02 deg 19 14' west, passing through
of 200 on to the
7" diameter mbar Iwreap 131751 set at 174 9$ for • distance
centerline of Just Drive, the southwest corner of Lot 4.
24' wart 148 66 to
thence with the centerline of Juatin Drive. north 519 deg 401.
the point of beginning
•25' roadway ease
This tract contains 0 779 acre. hut Li subject, however. to
Profoutional
roent for Juatine Drive Survey by C Thomas Dowdy, Kentucky
Land Survey No 3222 dated Septetnber 19. 2001

Shirley White, by
Being the same property conveyed to Ray White. and wife.
in the 0660,
deed dated October 12 2001, of record in Deed Book 419, Page 609,
Calloway
of
the
Court
i'leek
the
County
of
AlssO 2002 lito 014 Ardmore Mobile

Home, Sena( No CLA05067ITN

basis of thirty u
The aforementioned property shall be sold on•cash or credit
wit/
days bot if mid on • credit of thirty (30t days, the purchaser shall deposit
bond
0
.
t.111111C111
and
price
purchase
the
110Illicif
ten
percent
ner
the Commissio
with inatd and aufnrient eurett lot the remainder, bearing interest at 12`11 per
payable within Duct
annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and
All delin
dope A lien shall be retained oil the property as additional aecunty
ner. but O..
quint isles if any shall he set...toned and paid by the Commiasio
proverri
This

he sold subiect to the 21107 and subsequent

ad yslorem taxes

too) tho of Januars 200n

Respectfully eubrnitted
MAX W PARKER
Moiler turnmissiorm
Calloway t Inuit 1 ',Oil

The family of Linda Jean I'rescott
would like to express our thanks
for all the love and support during
the Willa OW beloved wife,moth'r. sister & grandmother. Our
hearts were overwhelmed with
the kindness of friends & family
tor food, flowers & donations.
Linda was a family person who
took care of everyone but herself.
She will forever be missed but not
forgotten.

PADUCAH Real Estate
Aprit night licensing
.
deft. 270-223-0789
deMiseadams0yahoo
corn
PART-T1ME apartment
Maintenance.
Expenenoe vlIth
repaint. paroling.
Resume to 108 North
12th St
_
SALES help wanted /or
insurance
local
agency We provide a
wide range of prod
Donnie loe Prescott, Sharon Prescott
ucts One of Nation s
Susan Hanehne, Kelly Prescott,
companies
largest
Tracey Hammonds
Insurance experience
not
but
helpful
required Training will
be provided if neces
easy Send resume to
1040.R.
Box
P0
Murray. KY 42071
CHU:IC-ARE facilely GREEN Acres rs CurSPORTSMAN'S
ninny hiring for the 101qualified
seeking
ANCHOR RESORT
teachers/leacher aides lovnng position
M& MARINA
RN/LPNwith or wing So obtain
ENJOY WINTERS
Experience F 10P-6A Anyone
COA
OFF1
required Please apply interested in becoming
2004 Seasonal Help
pan of our teem may
m person at 14068 N
apply in person at
Wanted
12th St '
Various Pan time
Green Acres Health
Positions
Caere 402 W Farthing
DISC1.AIMER
Housekeeping
. Mayfield, KY
When assessing the
Dock Hands
42066
'help vi anted- woke
Store Clerics
,w isis las•ifieds
HELP Wanted
Boat Mechanic
.
*revere ai
Dependable stemmas
Boat Repair Shop
rourravledger corn.
and Idtchen help for
Clerk
you will be tedirectof
Cypress Springs
Grounds Maintenance
io ptieetwercceee
Resort can for
Great for Retirees'
By &fault
appointment
March 10 Start Date
Murray and like/ mb
-5496
(270)436
listings lull appear oil
ACcaPhnia Appacations
IRRIGATION company
This minor
Sportsman s Anchor
Instillers
g
'spendin
llowecer. as a national
Resort 8 Manna
needed. experience a
website. aol all listing.
1280D U S Highway
valid
eu
train.
plus but
on the rohneivrie1 sten
86E.
Cremes kcensefr
air phased its sigh
Benton, KY 42025
the Mousy ledger
transportation a must.
Cal For Appointment
At lots, Pkase sall
4364776
270-3644666
mil sou time ans
IRVIN Cobb %awl le
TOYOTA of Murray is
queusons regarding
looking for
looking foe the right
Se Muria) arca
Housekeeping help
person to become pan
Maar Mel you
taus* be available
of its professional
weekends (270)436
sales team Apply in
60 yew love woorldng Sell
person at 1301 South
,
MR MO
121h Street ask for
NG
MARKETI
es
Enserpris
sVee Care
or Andy
Chad
need
v01010
Pleasant
place
may Os psi Ole
for you' r cd time and ed for easy phone
work No seeing
pert tome positions
lermediele fullepan
evadable
time positions Work
AVelY ei
Monday-Fry $7Wes Care
CLEANING houses 20
$16 pet-bout Pad
109S IStiSt
years espenance 270moldy. Cal 762-9000
Many KY 42071
7504563
(270)753-5227
NOW Wing applice- HOME cleaning
none for MI positions
mantes 227-7129
eRIVERS A Meetly
Illestylet Top pay. great and WI shifts Apply
In person at Sortie
benefits' No *open
125i
shoe, No problem' DrIve-In. 217 S
St. Murray. KY No
Werner Emerpnese
MOM COMPUTERS
phone cane
ed
000 3482411
▪
SenkeiSelen
180
01R onews needed
RepersAJpgreclee
weees
Competitive
798.3654
and beriiiMs Home
1.4U81
teek•lui
2
every
101541bee parts
horn Cl... A COL wilti
1110111011.
minimum 3 years OTR
Apply la person
MRICIUES. Cal Larry
Clean
experience
976 Cluselnia 111_
753-3633
MVP (8001488-8087

‘110116.
LL -in

ACTUAL SIZE

For more information, please
((intact Jill or Julie at (270)753-1916.
Offer valid tor a black & uhite classified
displa!, ad that is a 2iI or 4s2 it, run on
2/29/1ni Offer nor o alud tor prev 101.111
sir beduled ads

BUSINESS PRODUCTS
REPRESENTATIVE
Regional supplier looking for a full time
sales representative to work the Jackson
Purchase Market. Represent proven products and services to both old and new customers Proven sales skills are a must.
Above average financial potential. Full
Benefits: Reply to: Human Resources,
P.O. Box 5036, Mayfield, KY 42066.

Please .Vo Phone Calls

R9TECH

-4C-ARE INC
HEA1
We Care About Patient Care
Pulmo Dose Call Center Is now hiring
for FULL-TIME Patient Service
Representatives
PSRs are responsible tor contacting all
assigned patients monthly, taking patient
orders, verifying patient information, and
placing the order in a timely manner
Experience in medical held and administrative record management preferred but not
required Strong customer service background preferred Hours will be Monday Friday 8am to 5prn

lo

Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
CASH paid for

good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goads, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
RIDING mowers that
need work
270-436-2867

Farm Workers Needed
Murdock Farms. Murray. KY
All worked's In Calloway 8 Graves
Counties. KY
Emp. from 4/15/08 through 1/1/09
Pay rate is $8 65 per hour Employees guaranteed 14 of contract hours Tools and equipment
provided at no cost Housing provided to workera beyond commuting area at no cost.
TranaportaSon and subeielenos expenses reimbursed to workers at completion of 50', of contract if applicable No expieducation required
Apply 0 nearest KY Dept of Labor office with
JOOKY0349787

REGISTERED NURSES
Medk al Center has reseigh

,opicrriented air elk...tilois mesh .1 record
..nd sharingtuorm and we are looking for
rg,Ictrd Nut,e, it, torn tor progressive
1,1Jrstng department Full time and part time
,•oises ind fletible uhedukrs are available
1 ir a
S•il.1,

registered gene licensed in

lennessee

Nest grads are vielsorne

Buy

BUYING

All positions require minimum educational
background of high school diploma or GED
equivalent
Please deliver or mall your resume to
120 Max Hurt Drive Murray, KY Of email
to rissume.pulmoclos•0rotech.com.
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer.

NOON

$29!

The deadline to place your ad is
Thursday, February 28 at YAM

for 2x3 ad

InIctistid
should apph
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY

of Lot 3.

theme south 89 deg 48' 24' east 191 06 to.
set the northwest corner of Lot 4.

for only

We can put your logo or picture
in the ad for no additional fee.

Vie offet essellent henefai a ,0174X1111Ve
. package sign on bonus & a carter
Wan,
laidet p1,177LRI Interested candidate, should sem:

resume or appls in proton

Henry (Misty Medical Center
RO. Bet 1630
Paris. TN 382.4
731-644 M72
roam hr Iscmc-tnorg
t yowl Opportiouti Lasplawr

SCRAP
CARS
I.% %Ills, pail,

TREADMILL- Proform
XP, 550s, 2.75/up,
18x55 kelt proshox
cushioning. $550.
(270)753-7466
USED Oak lumber
2x12x12 $8.00
2x8x 12 $5.00
2x6 per foot 15c
2x4 per foot 10C
telephone pole T
$500
telephone pole 13.
$10.00.
(270)436-5762

LARGE
SELECTION
WASTE WI: WIN pick
up used motor oil
Drum anchange. MOP
270-436-2215
Andes
Forfeit

Accounting Department at Dwain
Taylor Chet rolet.
Awls ants should le able to handle All aspect,
.....ouniing This is a toll time position 5 day, a
'seek Stirktis through Friday ll(llha m to 600 p nt
(.41
Storting pas 110 lii to LI 2 ic ui Nor based
ilk-nial Insurance fulls paid •lite Insure:we fully paid
.401K Participation .et Holidays
•I Week , anon after one year

Mese seed femme I. P.O. les 1411 Murray. Al
42*71 or ireMaact Gaye Meer, at 12791753-2617
er nisei pyrradvabstaylermies
TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LAIDOR
4-1-66 To 12-3148 KY IleJalgral
J.D. Tayler. Maw KY'
4-2546 Te 1-146 KY 08348776
Key/Overby. Marley. KY
4-148 Tis 12.145 KY /8306236
C. Brame Farms. IlUrbary. KY
4-1546 To I-1546. KY 46101/1414
J. Saadi Vanes, Kittery, K1
4-1-118 Te 1-1546. KY 46341592
PE& Timbers-a Marray. KY
wag,sx
,ontr.ui 11os:spiced. all tools
and equip furnished Housing 1111.,ided fix those
beyond contributing Transportation and sulhustrace pay. attar 50" of conyikt completed Apply
for dux yob at the nearest Kentucky Office of
. npicemaent & Transmit. (Nyman of Workforce
Es
Development Office using sib order numbers KY
above with a copy of this advertisement

Nurses Akio/CNA
PRN Training and working all shifts as needed Muse be flexible and mature 11 you would
enpoy waking villh tie elderly and•pleasant
semaphore please apply in person at
Fern Terrace 1505 Staidtum View DI Murray
EOE

WARD [LIONS

(270) 753-1713
160
Nome FirnishInas
SOLID Oak table with
claw feet, 4 chairs and
leaf $350 00 Ablounge ultra, like new
$80 00 (270)767-2229

2000 Ford Ranger,
67k. $6200
Engagement ring
.55ct. $750/offer
(270)978-3058

580K
1989 Case
4WDr,
XtendaHoe.
runs good $14,500
Call 293-2512

HO Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our seiecbon of HD televisions
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs Rear Protection
LG. Toshiba,
also
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts
Beasiey Antenna 8
Satellile. 759-0901
N Equipment
Granite
rx12x18"
Surface Plate
17 Dial Height Gauge
(4) 1-23 Blocks
(2) V-Blocks w/clamps
Jack
Starrett
(2)
Screws
(1) 3x3x3 Angle Plate
(1)4x4x6 Angie Plate
(1) Gage Block Set
New never used
$385 Ilkm for al
270-210-0710
NEW pool table, never
used, 1*-s4ate. solid
wood, carved legs, MIL
acc package retails
$4.500. selling for
$1,600, must sell
(573)300-1031
REVO Heavy duty
Scooter 8 heavy duty
wheek:hair
5501Yeach
R70/436-5044

'07 16x68 Northern
Built set-up in Hardin
2BR IBA. 1-800-4553001
93 Champion 16x80,
38R, 2-Bath, many
updates, 12x16 deck,
moved
be
must
Contact
$12,000
978-2480
Michelle
after
759-2040
5:00PM.
93 Mobile Home for
sale 16x80 2 bedrooms 2 bathrooms
must be moved ph
435-4009 cell 2274475 call evenings
only $7000
NEED to sell quickly!
1994 3 Bedroom,
2 bath 16x80 mobile
horns, possibly
needs to be moved
some work needed.
Call 22741721 If serious about buying
$10,000/080

38R Duplex, water furnished. $700/mo.
lease & deposit
required. 227-0375
313R townhome 2.5BA.
refrigerator,
C/H/A,
washer, dryer, dishwasher. oven, stove.
sq.ft.
1,400
Conveniently located
near MSU. Newly
$660
refurbished.
month 50% off 1st
month. $800 deposit
required. No pets.
Utilities not included.
270-348-0458
48F1 townhoine 2.5BA.
refrigerator,
C/H/A,
washer, dryer, dishwasher, oven, stove.
sq.ft.
1,400
Conveniently located
near MSU. Newly
$840
refurbished.
month. 50% Off 1S1
month. $800 deposit
required. No pets.
Utilities not included.
270-348-0458
BEAUTIFUL one bedroom with washer and
dryer. Great location
Pet and smoke free
includes
$350mo
water 226-8006

USED APPLIANCES

08 hot tub New in
package 6-7 person.
7t-4P, 46 'els, ozone.
water fall. Full warranty. Retail'. $7,696. Must
sell. $4200.
573-300-1031

LAYOUT/INSPECTIO
Experienced Bookkeeper needed in

Appliances

"OWNER
Financing"
2005 24x56, 38R,
2BA, $4,950 down
$649.00 month, 102
Gilbert St., Hazel
(270)753-1011

28R. I Bath. turn. 7rni frorn Murray
$300/m0
(270)226-0027
NICE 28R trailer, no
pets. 753-9866

Rearood
WHITE oak firewood
$50 270-227-9042

E

ngem For Smis

-"OWNER
FINANCING*16x80 38R, 2BA, 3.5
acres. 3380 Guthne.
Pans $3.950 down,
$545 month 752-0729
Bonnie Byerty Broker
UWE/ARON Sale
All 2006 Homes Must
Gol
Unbelievable Deals.
Save
Only 4 left
Thousands" Call now
731-584-9429
***OVMER
FINANCE***
NO CREDIT CHECK
Clean late model
doublevinde. Country
setting. 3 bed. 2 bath
garage. off 94E toward
lake 217 Cross Spann
Rd Murray $4.500 00
Down, $58500 monthly Call Ruth*
(270)753-2222
***OWNER
FINANCE***
No
Credit Check,
redone
Completely
213F1 IBA singiewide
water view, easy boat
Nice
ramp access
213
covered deck
New
Primrose
12,900
Concord
down $450 month
Cal 753-42"

SATELLITE System
FREE
Gel a 4-room FREE
FREE OVR or HD
OWNER
FREE 6 upgrade
FINANCE*** 28X68
months of HD pro10 acres.
iv/HD 38A. 2 bath,
gramming
$4,950 down $69500
upgrade Get months 3
month. Hardin
FREE of HBO 8
752-0729 Bonnie
Cin•max
Overly Broker
Pruigreionioy starts at
129 99 pee mo *15 00 ONLY ONE LEFT
for local networks Call beautiful large 2 bed
Botasirry Antenna 8 rooms wet fireplace.
deirvery and set
Salable for more info
$19.995 Won't last
759-0901 or Ma free
(731)584 9429
877-455-0901

Wont To Rant
RESPONSIBLE couple
wanting to rent 2/2 o
3/2 house in North
School District 270753-0172 or 293-9562
leave message
Aselavints For Rent
1 8 2 bdr apts No
pets Leave a message 270-753-1970
1 Bedroom apartment,
clean and ruce, all
appliances including
W/D No pets
(270)436-5496
1 OR 2tx apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at S200/mo
753-4109
182 BR apts, 1 -year
lease: 18R 135000.
21311 $47500 Call
Hamlet North Apts
753-7559
1811,411-1/2 S. 8th
St.. $265/rno + secunty. 4742520
Duplex
28R 2BA
garage all appliances
$650 436-5685
2BR apartments available Great location 1
year lease. 1 month
deposit, no pets
753-2905
2BR duplex, 2BA,
garage No pets.
753-7457 or 227-3054.
2811 duplex, nice,
C/H/A. appliances furnished Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898
28R, $285, C/H/A,
near MSU. Move in
free days 753-9896
3848R, HIA available
appliances
now,
Coleman RE 753-9898

Cornerstone
Realty & Rental
Rousi Property & .4
Property Management\
Services ara..ilable

Call 761-7355
werriconenkernairy.coe
DUPLEX 2BR, 1-1/2
bath, all appliances,
storage shed, handiaccessible.
cap
$525/mo. 436-5685
DUPLEX 28R, 28A.
1-year old. 404 Bambi
Ct. North, no pets
(270)376-2746
(270)841-5653
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
All appliances including washer, dryer
759-5885 or 293-7085
EXTRA nice large, like
new. 2BR. 2 Bath, we
carpet, appliances,
almost new $595/mo
1410-B Hillwood
753-3018
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br unrts.
Rent based on income
impairment
Mobility
Phone.
accessible
492-8721. Mon &
Thurs
10-12am, TOO No,
1-800-648-6056 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NOW LEASING
1, 2 8 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDO *1-800-648-6056
SMALL 1BR, nonsmoking apt upstairs
water paid available
now, no pets
S260/mo 753-5980

2, 3 & 48(1 houses
deposit
&
Lease
required 753-4109

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
154)5 Diuguid Dnvc • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Redmom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

•

206 S 11th 2 BR
tile
floors,
wood
kitchen, washer, dryer.
refngerator furnished
Deposit
pets
No
required, 753-8281,
753-5902
3/2 bock ranch on
Melrose. City utilities
All electnc. 2 car
garage. Large fenced
yard New
central heat & air system, annual lease,
Ray 270-767-0615

REGISTERED
Staffshire
American

48R 28A bock 2 ca
workshop
garage,

Prtbul puppies for sale
Call 270-227-8471

Fenced back yard,
appliances included.
Murray, Mark Fredrick,
RE/).4AX R.E.A.
270-978-1880

REGISTERED Yorkies
2 adorable girls left 10
weeks old, shots &
wormed $400 7536067 leave message

"Eck & Supplies
BERMUDA grass hay
square bales. $6 731514-3632

38R, IBA, Bock with

hardwood floors,
newly remodeled, no
pets 1 710 Farmer

ffsnais
10X19 storage unit.
Murray.
Downtown
$40 753-9887
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

approx. 8 acres, highly
productive land, water
available, 32x52 barn
close by. May be
leased also
(270)489-2116

WIC
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

All real estate advertised herein
en subiect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act which makes it
illegal to advertise any prefer.
em., limitation or &scrim-when bawd on race, et4or, religion. we. handicap tamilial sta
ins or national origin. or miention to make an.. midi rottener., limitations or discrimina•

1850 St Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

J&L RENTALS
MIN1-STORAGE
Now renting
Lecatal at 720 S 4th St.

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
111

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536.

PARKSIOE
STORAGE

al

PARIS, TN area
22 acres adjoining
Tumbling Creek. Good
hunting, great building
site. $2,500 an acre
1-877-275-0543

2 sided 12 X 24
Billboard
Location Hwy 641
South (Midway area)
POC is Mike Conley
OBAR
PH 270.293 3232

-OWNER
FINANCE***
No credit check! Clean
and nice 38R IBA
home on lot in Puryear,
1.292 sq.ft.. hardwood
appliances.
floor,
$3,900 down. $475
monthly. Call Ruthie
(270)753-2222.

GARAGE, office on
paid lot set-up for a
used car lot $750
703-4768
OFFICE or retail space
available Pnrne location 753-2905,
293-1480
OFFICE. 2 shops,
large loton Arcadia
Circle $500 monthly,
$500 deposit.
753-8756, 759-1369

***OWNIR
FINANCE***

Pets & Supplies
AKC Registered ShinTzu puppies.
1 male $350. 1
female $400. ready
March 6th (270)5596222.(270)851-8148
(270)554-7346 daytime
Australian
COLLIE
puppies
Shepherd
Ready now. 753-1159.
293-1017

DOG Obedience
436-2858
female
PAPILLON
pups $250 Brussels
Griffon male pup $125
748-5575

Check!
Credit
No
Clean & nice 38R 1
bath home on quiet lot
in Puryear, 1.292 sq.ft.,
hardwood floor, appliances, city water &
sewer $3.900 down,
Cali
month
$475
Ruthie (270)753-2222
21+ acres with mobile
home Great development property or farming property 599.000
Pat Cherry 293-0699
Campbell Realty
759-8780
3 Bedroom. 1 bath
Large
bnck home
Livingroorn, Kitchen,
Dining, bike-ins, corner
lot. Central heat and
air $89,900 Campbell
Realty 759-8780 Pat
Cherry 293-0318

NEON BEACH
INI-STORAGE

Air\
04
,
4111trigt
Iffilkerouce

5.
";/

room. deck & extremely large masterbath
Three bedroom, 2 bath

6 5 acres on Wrather
Road. Beautiful building site. $e2,000. 7535010. 293-0425

Prop. For Real

a.

LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
boat ramp.
$275,000.00. Call
753-2905 or 293-8595.

5-200 acres between
Stella & Coldwater,
hwy frontage, tobacco
barn, good water for
irrigation or livestock
Owner financing possible, will divide
(270)489-2116
if no answer leave
message

COMMERCIAL property. 4 shops, 9 storage buildings. 6.800
sq.ft. Immediate
income. Fully rented.
Downtown area.
5198.000.
(270)753-9887,

ft

ss °ere.] s erriiperts snI erS.4:11M
12-iirel-Ift)\11

MASTERBEDROOM
with as own sitting

^
Prop.
For Sale

e.

s

SARATOGA
3AC.,
FARMS, back nght corner. White fence in
front. 270-519-2290

370

as.

\11-1)I
I
I I II I '
1)1 Il I

440
Lots For

•All Size Unite
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control
753-3853

NEED A VEHICLE?
27u-;r.3--1.161
705 S 12th Street
Financing Ott
Selected Velucles

BARBEROSA Cycles
LLC

ATV service & repairs
270-382-2444
AraPIM

USED TIRES

brick home. Sitting on
one acre, additional 35
acres available to purhome.
chase with
$169,000. Pat Cherry
293-0318 Campbell
Realty 759-8780
MUST See!! Just built
brick
sq.ft.
2,500
home. Double garage.
Private & beautiful. 2+
acre lot, 314-mile to
town. $139,000
by
270-519-8570
owner, Murray.
NEW brick home,
Saratoga Springs I.
3BR, 3BA, LR, DR.
Kitchen, Sun-room,
2,950 sq. ft. heated.
$289,000. 293-2582
Construction
NEW
Finished
Just
Saratoga II 4BR 2BA
contemporary home
24 hour recorded mes800-986-2789
sage
extension 2081

fwt-chu-1
L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
I andric•ping &
teat auumuog

Cape Cod storage
$139,000
building.
Campbell Realty
759-8780 Pat
Cherry 293-0318

Campbell Realty
759-8780

2711-76 I -1 It 1

753-8756 759-1369

,e

OBO.(731)247-5225

GREAT building site!
Two lots located on an
of
corner
intenor
Lynwood Estates. Both
lots pnced together for
only $19,900! Call Pat
293-0318
Cherry

crio4Ner•..c

•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Beautiful
hardwood
master bath with large
iacuzzi tub- 12x24

pump, storm windows,
2 car garage, deck, 1
acre land with mature
trees. Charlie Miller
Rd., minutes from
Murray off 641 North.
$87,500.
(270)753-7549 or
(586)764-6477

An Location,
An% Condition
cirri ipwt.%

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE

1998 Ford Explorer,
2-ck sport, V-6. clean.
everything works.
213.000 miles. $3.200

pet, full walkout basement, CAVA, new well

SO. MONO
00.411-11111••••

General Contractt tcg
Mid-West's Largest Indoor Boat EXPO
Paducah, Kentucky • Feb. 29, Mardi 1 & 2
Expo Center beside the Excutive Ina
Friday • 4-9, Saturday • 10-13, Saturday 11-4
AM types of Boats frusn 10' to 38'
DETAILS12711113162-&343• www.kentieddaaayachicea

WONDERFUL 3 bed
room, 2 bath bock
home, lots of extras &
updates, New carpet &

BY Owner- Brick 38R,
213A, new paint, car-

State laws turbid ducruninatarn
in Ow sale, rental or advertdsing
real estate bawd on Factors in
l.inun to those pnitected
icr tederal au
We will kno.ingly accept an..
advertising tor real estate vhob
is not in cvs4ation of the tau All
persons are hereby intorrned
that all dwelling, advertised are
available on an equal opportunity bases
For further assistance with Fair
Housing .Advernsing requirements. contact NAA Counsel
Rene'Milarn, 17031648-1000

Calhoon Constadin,

'06 Yamaha 11- 540
edition, 6,500 adies,2
helmets with yellow
& clear visors.113
(270)931611111

BEAUTIFUL 5 bedroom, 2-1/2 bath bock
home Beautiful design
and floor plan. Located
on 3 lots Built in 2003
Approximately 3,000
square feet Michelle
293-0699
Wuest
Campbell Realty
759-8780

Murray Ledger k limn Fair
Rousing Act Notice

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

5

property
AMAZING
with special features
for everyone! Beautiful
pool, patio & sunroom.
Three bedroom, 2 bath
located on 2.5 acres.
Barn and fenced area.
Michelle
$199,900
293-0699
Wuest
Campbell Realty
759-8780

TOBACCO ground

Ave
$700 monthly
(270)293-4602

Wednesday, February 27, 2006 • 3B
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2006 Chevy Malibu
LTZ. 34k. loaded,
excellent condition,
has remaining factory
warranty. $14,500.
(270)705-5818

14. 15 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

96 Beretta Z26. 100k.
$2,500 0130.
293-9948
1987 BMW 3251 convertible. Red with new
tan top. Automatic V6.
Averages 30 mpg.
55.000. Great car. 2931990

'99 Lexus RX300
Silter/gray, four wheel
drive, moored.
Great condition.
$9,800.
270-753-9343
270-227-4869
2004 Ford Explorer
XLS, 4x4,
miles, excellent condition. $11,900. 293-

1990 F-350 with 12'
cargo van,
7.3 Diesel Auto.
New tires
$3495
PH: 270.293.3232'

3467 or 293-3468
Escape.
'03 Ford
98,000 miles, sunroof,
electric locks/windows,
leather. Excellent condition. $7,800.
270-293-3817

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

Satisiai lion guaranteed
753-1816 227-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $73.00
A MONTH

ALL Carpentry
Home & Mobile Home
additions,
repair,
decks 227-0587
753-0353

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BEECHER•S
Service.
Handyman
Odd jobs. Free estimates (270)762-0910.

CALL 753-1916

Since 1986

24 Nowt mama

753-9562
270-519-8570
SIMMONS'S
Carpentry &
Handyman Work. Free
estimates.

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007
Services Oland
tbmd
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.
II \I 1.'N
\

kNII

1(.I ‘11 \ I

NADEAU'S
Construction
•Floonng 'Decks
'Vinyl siding 'All
Home Improvements

Hill Electric
Res., Corn., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

Commercial Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

I

LAWN care for
Maybeid side of
Calloway County
Reeves Lawn Care
(270)247-6100 leave
message

NEED HELP?
Handyman Services
All remodeling.
No lob too
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511

(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured
nadeauconstructionnet
DAVIS Handyworks
*No Job too Smalr
Small home repairs,
decks,
roofing,
garages. siding, windoors.
dows, and
759-4418,
Insured.
227-9484

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured.
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up iunk
Garage, yards.
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs expenence
Anytime 753-9210

Hamilton Cranite
& Marble
3301 St. RI 121N.

753-8087
\I,do, k • 2..:- j'22

FREE
Scrap Appliances Old Young
Metal Storm Windows 8. Dories
Scrap Metal Mowers S Tillers
ment t laittenes
Farm t

270-293-5624
Tree
YEARRY'S
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

All Mom Appliances
and Most Mop Brands
WARD-ELKINS
On

Squa,) Munch
(270) 753 1713

JOE'S JOBS

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs
decks.
293-5438

WE SERVICE

7534344 • 22"•5144
PLUMB Level
Construction
Remodeling
Additions/Decks,
Floors, Water Damage
Doors, Windows,
Roofing
Home
Mobile
All
Repair
Brick, block.
We're not a handyman
Insured
759-4704 or 978-2391

David's
Home
Improvement
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Jorsts
Remodong & Plumbing
David Gaiiimore, Ownet

Will Do Insurance Work
Asa & MasterCard ;roamed

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

Reading by Kentucky writer on March 6
Kentucky
Silas House, author of the Literature, two
novels "Clay's Quilt"(2001),'A Literary Prizes for Novel of the
Parchment of Leaves" (2003) Year (2003 and 2005) and the
and 'The Coal fiction prize from the National
Tattoo' (2004), Society of Arts and Letters. He
will be visiting has also twice been a finalist for
Murray State both the Southeast Booksellers
University as Award and the Southern Book
part of the Critics Circle Prize. House is
annual Jesse also the writer-in-resident at
Stuart Lincoln Memorial University in
Kentucky Harrogate, Tenn.
House recently collaborated
Writers Series.
The reading, with actress Ashley Judd and
House
reception and producer Alex Rose on a film
book signing 'that is planned to begin shooting
will be held at 7:30 p.m., March in 2009. As one of Nashville's
'6, in the Wrather West Kentucky most in-demand press kit writers, House has written the biogMuseum auditorium.
House also authored the play raphies of Kris Krisofferson,
'The Hurting Part" (2005), and Leann Womack, Tim O'Brien,
Del
Williams,
is a contributing editor for No Lucinda
many
Depression magazine. "Eli the McCoury,Tim Krekel and
Good", House's fourth novel, others. He is editing the posthuwas recently finished and will be mous manuscript of beloved
Appalachian writer James Still
published this year.
He has received many hon- and is co-editing "(Something's
hisors, including the Appalachian Rising", a collection of oral
removal
top
mountain
on
tories
of
Award
the
Book of the Year,
Special Achievement from the mining.
House is a member of the traFellowship of Southern Writers,
music duo, The
ditional
for
Award
Chaffin
the

NICE older home,
clean, 2-large bedrooms. IBA, 1.500 so
ft C/1-1/A, fenced, separate apt., carport, out
buildings 563.900
437-4062
293-5485

Own.
to
RENT
2-38R
Coldwater
home. 800-986-2789
extension 2051
SARATOGA II, New
brick home, 48R. 31/28A, LR, DR.
Kitchen, Sun-room. tile
& hardwood, 3,250-sq
ft $349,000. 293-2582

ISCIIIONas Mar

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Thursday, Feb. 28, 2008:
This year, express your newfound vitality and energy.
Choosing where to funnel it
could be important. Partners and
friends might be tough or saturnine; don't get depleted by useless conversations. Give negative people space. Don't allow
yourself to be dragged down. If
you are single, you will expand
your immediate circle of friends.
Easily, you might meet a special
person through new friends. Do
take your time forming relationships. If you are attached, you
will be redefining your relationship. At times your sweetie
could be remote. SAGITTARIUS brags about you.

TOTALLY remodeled
home, 3 bedroom. 1 The Stars Show the Kind of
central Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
bath, new
heat/air. new carpet 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
and laminate flooring
I -Difficult
Large 23x42 garage
with drain. Backyard
ARIES (March 21-AprI1 19)
Murray
to
opens
***** Take an overview. Your
Country Club Golf
mind is a tremendous resource,
$99,900.
Course
use it. Sometimes you might be
Campbell Realty
in disagreement with what you
Cherry
Pat
759-8780
are heanng Verify others' inten293-0318
on.

tions and informati

Nitta a doll house, 2
Fiporoom 2 bath brick
home Newly painted
throughout sunroom.

sium was. The event is held in
honor of Dr. Jesse Stuart, who
died Feb. 17, 1984. Stuart was
mountain
known internationally for his
about
people
educate
top removal mining. He is work- short stories, novels, poetry and
ing on two additional novels and other writings. Stuart directed a
has recently been commissioned creative writing Workshop at
to write a new play, which will Murray State Inc ',many Sompremiere in 2008.
mers, which prompted the creHouse lives in Eastern ation,of the symposium in his
Kentucky with his wife and two honor. Many of his papers are
daughters.
now collected in the Pogue
"'Me Jesse Stuart Kentucky Library on Murray State's camWriters Series is the new version pusof what used to be the Jesse
The Jesse Stuart Kentucky
Stuart Writing Symposium," Writers Series is sponsored by
said Brian Barker, coordinator the Wylder Center for Literary
of the creative writing program Arts, the college of humanities
at Murray State. "After many and fine arts, and the department
years of successful symposiums, of English and philosophy.
we decided it was time to
For more information atioui
change things up a little, and House, visit his website at
to
continue
what better way to
www.silashouse.com.
honor Jesse Stuart's legacy than
Additional information about
a series that draws from the
writer's series and the readthe
who
writers
plethora of talented
by House can be found by.
ing
were either born in Kentucky or
809-4723 or by
who currently make their home calling (270)
ng
iti
vis
in the stater
fa/e ngBarker said the Kentucky ww w.m urraystate.eduich
Writers Series will be an annual 1ish/symposi um.htm
event, just as the Stuart sympo-

Doolittles, and the band, Public
Outcry, a group of writers and
activists who visit universities to

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Work with each individual. Sometimes when you talk

to others collectively, they don't
get the quality of your interest,
caring and perspective. Reveal
the true Bull, and many will be
Immaculate
floors
ready
falling over themselves to have
in
move
$129,900 Campbell more dealings with you.
Realty 759-8790 Pat GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** There are times when
Cherry 293-0318

open floor plan, new
carpet. tile & hardwood

concrete
the
Emphasize
Balance your checkbook. Stay
out of the emotional realm.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** Come out from under
that cloud and reveal the true
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
you. Don't be surprised if you
ed.
entrench
feel
might
*** You
Others
The problem will be if you see no draw a strong reaction.
if you
way out. Ask for help or get feed- could become uptight
and easy you.
back. Though you might not like express the free
what you hear, it could help. Let it happen.
an. 19)
Information is not exact. Don't CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-J
like you
feeling
are
you
If
***
yet.
just
s
decision
make
cannot quite get an idea or projLEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
that
**** If you hit an obstacle, tap ect off the ground, know
made for work.
into your ingenuity. There is no every day isn't
time off.
telling what your natural charm Perhaps you need some
can do as well. Someone might
be uptight about money, perhaps
making you even more uptight.
Don't let this chain reaction
00C1.11

you want to take a stronger
stand. Recognize that there are
also times when subtlety would
be more effective. Go for the latter, and you will expenence a
great deal of success.

.11

your share of responsibilities.
Know that this situation doesn't
need to be forever, only for

today.

VIRGO (Aug. 23- Sept 22)
*** Tension that comes out
might be more of your own creation Think in terms of greater
self-knowledge, understanding
how your own judgment creates
tension. You also could be more
tired and worn out than you realize. Defer as much as you possibly can.
UBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22)
**** You usually don't hesitate to speak your mind in your
normally charming manner You
could find that you are uncomfortable with what you need to
say. Consider evaluating what
might be happening with you
first.
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21)
*** Curb a need to possess.
which could come out in many
different ways. Be aware that
you could feel insecure and are
not dealing with the issue

Emily is a Tabby white mix,
female, young adult.

Sebastian is a domestic short hair gray
& white mix, four months old, male

SHELTER HOURS: MON.-Fit 10 AM-4PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 Psi
For more information contact
‘'

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at(270)759-4141

44141
we -an ass AWL wrwasillisealiweiwrk•Wawlikii"

When did you take your last day
off? If you can, schedule a personal day ASAP.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** If you stay focused on
the majority of people and don't
get too involved with details or a
partner who just might be dour
today, you'll come out smiling.
Groups and meetings serve you
well. Listen to your instincts.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Much could happen You
could suddenly carry more than

•ir TON/gip..
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COMICS / FEATURES
Girlfriend's new figure gets
too much exposure at dinner

48 • Wednesday. Irbruary27,JSSS

•

Hot flashes in the

elderly unusual

and Mrs Wes Ritmo presented a
Good luck and let me know
lesson on "Lady Beware" at a
DEAR DR. G(YTT: I am a
seeing too much of a
you're
son's
My
this turns out
meeting of the Wadesboro Home:
how
ABBY
a
R
in
DEA
lady who has been living
thing, approach your son
makers Club held at the home of
To give you related informaold.
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Between a Brock
and a hard place

Luc
No. 7?

SIMMONS'
SHARPSHOOTING
STUNS No. 2
SEED TIGERS
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky. —
Looking at Brock Simmons'
lanky 6-foot-2 frame, you'd
think the Calloway County
freshman hasn't quite grown
into his role as a starter in the
Laker backcourt.
A fixture in the starting five
on Calloway's freshman team,
Simmons got just his third varsity start in Tuesday night's 4th
District Tournament rumble
against crosstown rival Murray.
But on this night, amidst the
tension-filled atmosphere of
win-or-go-home postseason
basketball, the youngest player
on the floor at Reed-Conder
Gymnasium was the biggest.
Simmons sank big shot after
big shot for upstart Calloway
County, which managed to pull
off the upset of Murray, 47-40,
advancing to the First Region
Tournament and the district
title game Thursday night
against Marshall County.
Simmons drained five threepointers, scored a career-high
23 points and pushed his squad
to victory in a back-and-forth
cage fight that had all the makings of an instant classic.
The Lakers played loose,
confident basketball from the
get-go and jumped on Murray
in the first quarter, weathered a
Tiger rally in the second, and
ge!t some timely defensive
stsips to close the door on
Ivtiirray in the fourth.
reliable
.Desperate for
shooting, Calloway head coach
Bruce Lane decided to give
Simmons his first starting nod
before the Paducah Tilghman
game Feb. 19. The freshman
scored 22 against Carlisle
County the following Friday
night and got the nod again
Tuesday after a solid shooting
week in practice.
The move has paid big dividends for Lane. who played
Simmons just several minutes
over the Lakers' two previous
games against Murray this season.
"Up until about three weeks
ago, we weren't really sure if
he was ready, but the last six
games we've really thrown him
in there," Lane said."We needed somebody to make shots and
he's a streak shooter a lot of
times, but if he can knock down
a shot or two, he can put

MARSHALL/CALLOWAY CO. BOYS
HOOK UP FOR SEVENTH TIME IN
DISTRICT FINAL; THIRD FOR GIRLS

KYSER LOUGH / Ledger I& Times

Calloway County freshman Brock Simmons is guarded tightly by Murray High's Blake
Darnall Thursday night in the 4th District Tournament at Marshall County High School.
Simmons led the Lakers with a career-high 23 points, while connecting on five 3-pointers in
the Calloway victory.
together a pretty good night
like he did tonight."
The 34 percent three-point
shooter
scored
13
of
Calloway's 18 first-half points,
hit another triple in the third
quarter and was called upon to
shoot free throws during the
game's most critical juncttge.
With the Ulcers holding
possession and leading 38-35
mid-way through the fourth
quarter. Murray guard Cole
Hurt attempted to intercept a
pass intended for Simmons,
fouling him in the process.
Hurt then slammed the ball
to the ground in frustration,
drawing a technical foul that

put Simmons on the line for
four free throws, all of which
he sank, giving the Lakers a
sudden seven-point advantage
that they wouldn't lose.
"I tried not to think about it,
just tried to get up there and
shoot them," he said. "1 was
confident, I wasn't nervous.
I've got three more years, so I
really didn't need to be nen, ous."
Which perhaps was the difference between Calloway and
Murray Tuesday night. With
two regular season victories
over the Lakers and a handful
of seniors, the pressure was on
the Tigers. leaving Calloway in

4th District Tournament
Boys
Monday
Marshall Co 106 CCA 42
Tuesday
Cliktway Co 47 Murray 40
Thursday
Calloway Co vs Marshall Co 730
Girls
Monday
Calloway Co. 67. Murray 27
Tuesday
Marshall Co 70. CCA 37
Thursday
marshal Co. vs. Calloway Co.

an underdog role it seemed to
relish.
"I thought we played pretty
tight, to be honest with you,"
Murray head coach David
16 See DISTRICT, 2C

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
The more things change, the more they stay the same.
At least that's how things have shaken out going into
Thursday night's 4th District Tournament championship basketball games.
Thursday
In a regular season
Calloway Co. boys vs. Marshall Co.
that was anything but
When: 730 pm
ordinary — Calloway Where:
Reed-Conder Gymnasium t Marshall)
County's dominance on Records: CC 17-12 (3-4), MC 23-5 (7-01
the girls' side and Last meeting: Marshall beat Calloway 53-39
Murray's takeover of Jan 25 at Marshall
Calloway Co. girls vs. Marshall Co.
second place on the
boys' side — champi- When:6 p m
Reed-Conder Gymnastum (Marshall)
onship night at the dis- Where:
Records: CC 25-5 17-0j, MC 21-9 (5-2)
trict tournament will Last meeting: Calloway beat Marsha 51-40
once again be an all- Jan 25 at Marshall
Calloway and Marshall
affair with the takers' upset of Murray in boys action Tuesday
night.
On the boys side, it is the seventh straight year the Lakers and
Marshals have met with a district title on the line. On the girls
side, they'll meet in the title game for the third consecutive season.
The difference, at least on the girls' side, is the Lady Lakers'
status as favorite to the usually-dominant Lady Marshals. After
upsetting Marshall County in the First Region final last season,
Calloway has rattled off two regular season wins over the Lady
Marshals, the first a five-point victory at Jeffrey Gymnasium,
the second an 11-point margin at Reed-Conder on Jan. 25, the
last time the two squads met.
With a fourth matchup likely in the cards in the First Region
final, the two rivals are becoming quite familiar with each other.
But Lady Laker head coach Scott Sivills wouldn't have it any
other way.
"We want the third time," Styli's said Tuesday."We want the
fourth time and we'd want a fifth time. We feel it's an opportunity to set the bar high for our program. We want the challenge,
we want the opportunity. Our goal is to win a district chtunpionship, and we want to go to the regional
thartilt ivett we inatiw tosiWaretvalall.
through them."
The game is important from a region tournament seeding perspective. The talent gap between prospective district champions
and their runners-up is wide in the region's other districts, and
the winner of Calloway-Marshall should earn itself a all-butautomatic ticket to the region semifinals.
On the boys' side, the Lakers come into the matchup having
lost two previous contests to the Marshals this season. Marshall
handed Calloway a 14-point loss at Jeffrey Gymnasium, but the
Lakers played a better game Jan. 25 at Reed-Conder, still losing
by 14, however.
But the Laker faithful would like to think their team is a different squad than the one that faced Marshall earlier in the season. Calloway is playing arguably its best basketball of the year,
taking Paducah Tilghman to the wire in the final week of the regular season and pulling the upset of Murray Tuesday night.
"You'd like to think we're peaking," Calloway head coach
Bruce Lane said after his team's win Tuesday."You always want
to this time of year and getting in that regional tournament is a
good year for us. We had a couple of goals coming in — win 15
or 16 games and find a way to get into that regional tournament.
You never know what might happen there."
Beating the Marshals, however, will be a tall order. Marshall
has lost just two games since Dec. 29, both of which came at the
hands of Tilghman. The orange is 14-2 dating back to the Fort
Walton Beach Blowout, where they won their final two games.
"We just want to come in here and play well and try to keep
some momentum going," Lane said. "Win or lose, we definitely
want to play well Thursday night, but we're going to do everything we can to win the ballgame."

The Race Is On
HAYES, GALLIGAN LEAD COACHES POLL FOR POY NOMINATION
By MICHAEL DANN
Spoils Editor
Consider it the Democratic race in
women's college basketball.
With just two games left on the Ohio
Valley Conference regular season
schedule and the conference tournament gearing up Tuesday. coaches have
received their ballots for Player of the
Year honors, which are due Monday
and will be announced Thursday at the
Hilton Hotel in downtown Nashville
prior to the start of the OVC semifinals
at Municipal Auditorium.
Like candidates Barack Obama and
Hillary Clinton. OVC pundits — or in
this case coaches — are still pondering
which player will get the nod. One
thing seems certain though. it's going
to come down to two girls.
Southeast Missoun State head coach
John Ishee is leaning towards Murray
State's Ashley Hayes and Eastern
Illinois' Rachel Galligan.
Ishee isn't alone in his assessment.

Many coaches on Tuesday's OVC teleconference drew the same names from
their hats for who they will decide to
represent the league.
But just like asking the candidates
who they would like to see in the White
House, neither girl's coach would
budge on giving the other the nomination.
"Absolutely," Racer coach Jody
Adams said when asked if Hayes
should be given consideration for
Player of the Year honors.
"Her numbers have been very consistent year in and year out, whether
she has one or two people on her. The
versatility that she brings to this team:
you take away her scoring and in some
games, she still scores 27 points and
only played 20 or 25 minutes due to
foul trouble. I think if she's not the
best, she's one of two that's the best.
She should be considered.Panther coach Brady Sallee clearly
admits he's biased in thinking he has

graphic designed by Kyser Lough

the best one.
"Clearly, I think I have the best one
in the league in Galligan. You look at
what she's done this year in a system
that shares the ball. She's playing in a
position where she can't go and get her
own shot. She has to do her work without the ball.
•See HAYES,2C

MICHAEL DANN

Ledger & Times

Murray State Junior guard/forward Ashley Hayes is being considered by many coaches in the
OVC as a Player of the Year
nominee. Hayes is second in the
league in scoring and has helped
the Racers to a third-place showing in the conference.
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TRIO Day reception at MSU
id for March 6 on campus

and
83had
for
shlay

::::TRIO programs Upward
171112und (UB), Student Support
krvices (SSS) and Adventures
ik-Math and Science (AIMS),
Will celebrate National TRIO
Day on Thursday. March 6, on
the campus of Murray State
University. Dr. Randy J. Dunn,
MSU president, along with the
three programs, will host a
reception from 2-4 p.m. in 248
Blackburn Science Building.
Faculty, staff, students, area
school personnel and Murray
conununity leaders are invited
to attend.
MSU's TRIO programs are
funded by the U.S. Department
of Education and are supervised
in Murray by Dr. Don
Robertson, vice president for
student affairs.
Because access and retention
services are essential components of the federal strategy to
ensure equal educational opportunity, Congress established the
TRIO programs more than 40
years ago. These programs
enable Americans, regardless of
economic circumstances, race or
ethnic background to enter college and graduate.
TRIO programs identify
promising students and assist
them in achieving a college
degree. All services -are free to
qualified
participants.
Paracipants in each program
must meet the same federal criteria. The majority of participants must demonstrate financial need and/or be the first in
their families to receive a fouryear college degree.
In excess of 1,200 colleges,
Universities and community
agencies host approximately
2,600 TRIO programs that serve
780,000 young people and
adults. An estimated 2.2 million
TRIO students have graduated
from college.
Upward Bound began as a
pilot project on the Murray State
University campus in 1966.
Forty-two years later, UB continues to assist underrepresented, first-generation high school
students toward the goal of college enrollment.
MSU's Upward Bound is
directed by 'Myra Yates and
serves 17 area public high
schools, including the Jackson
Purchase counties, Trigg County
(Cadiz) in the Pennyrile region,
and Henry County .(Paris), in
west. Tennessee. Upward Bound
is serving 81 students during the
2907-08 program year.
There are three components
of Upward Bound — academic,
summer and bridge. The academic component. which meets
Saturdays on Murray State's
Campus, includes workshops on
Acr preparation, academic
skills, financial aid/scholarships, career planning and etiquette/social graces. Other servIces such as tutoring, college
exploration and academic advising are also offered.
During the summer comporent, students live on campus
for five weeks and take college
classes. The sixth witk is an allexpenses paid educational and
cultural trip to a major city to
reward students who have
achieved academic excellence.
The bridge component currently has 15 high school seniors
in the program. By participating
in UB all four years. students are
eligible to earn up to nine hours
of college credit. Enrollitig in

college in the tall with (:ollege
credit gives entering freshmen a
firm foundation to pursue their
college degrees.
As for the success of the program, the most recent annual
performance report notes that
Upward Bound has a retention
rate of 87 percent. Dunng the
last five years, 58 percent of LIB
students have graduated from a
postsecondary institution.
For additional information
about Upward Bound call Yates
at (270) 809-4492 or email
upward.bound murray state.ed
u.
Student Support Services,
directed by Velvet Wilson, was
funded in 1974. The program
provides services to 186 MSU
students
year.
each
Academically at-risk students
and individuals with disabilities
are provided services including
tutoring, personal and career
development workshops, academic advising, social and cultural activities, and financial aid
counseling.
Other services include coordinating accommodations such
as readers, test proctors, note
takers and ordering alternate
textbook formats for students
with disabilities. The SSS staff
also serves as a liaison between
MSU students and their instructors and/or vocational rehabilitation counselors.
"The SSS staff has given me
support and encouragement during the challenging past four
years," said Jennifer Coleman,
an SSS participant and senior
nursing major at Murray State.
"I have been in the Student
Support Services program at
Murray State since my freshman
year. As. a non-traditional student, after many years out of
school, I needed guidance and
assistance. The services I
were
invaluable
received
because they assisted me in
achieving my dream of becoming a nurse. I took advantage of
tutoring, test proctoring, academic advising, financial aid
counseling, resume and letter
writing assistance, computer
access, quiet studying areas, as.
well .as support and encouragement from the staff.
"They have shared pride in
my achievements," Coleman
continued."I also participated in
SSS social and cultural events
on and off campus that have
helped me appreciate diversity.
Student Support
Services
Scholarships awarded to me also
contributed to my academic success. I will graduate from the
MSU nursing program in May'
2008, and I highly recommend
the SSS program to qualifying
students."
- The overall goal of SSS is to
igcrease the retention and graduation rates of the participants
served by the program. Students
who take advantage of SSS are
more likely to remain in college
as compared with those students
from similar backgrounds who
do not participate. Seventy-six
percent of SSS program participants who were enrolled in fall
2006 returned for the fall 2007
semester as compared with 62
percent for a similar cohort
group at the institution.
Additionally, during a six-year
period, 44 percent of SSS participants graduated from the institution as compared with 33 percent for a similar group.

Fur Inure information about
Student Support Services call
Wilson at (270) 809-4327 or
email
velvet.wilson@murraystate.edu.
Dr. Dons Clark-Sarr directs
the Adventures in Math and
Science Programs 1 and II. This
program is designed to enhance
math and science skills of students by allowing 100 high
school students per year to participate in a six-week enrichment camp. Participants must
have a desire to pursue a math or
science career in the future.
Participants attend classes in
foreign language, literature,
math, science, computers and
fine arts. The major emphasis of
the curriculum, however, is
math and science. Each student
is given a research project to
work on during the program
with a supervising faculty member acting as a guide. Last year
the AIMS program was selected
as one of the top math and science programs in the nation. A
representative from the Pell
Institute in Washington. D.C.,
visited the program to research
best practices for math and science programs.
AIMS students have presented their research at a regional
level with other TRIO programs.
Science or math related field
trips to such places as the
Hancock Biological Station
illustrates how the concepts they
learn in class are applied.
At the end of every summer,
AIMS takes the students to other
places, visiting science or mathrelated sites. In previous summers, these trips have included
visits to the St. Louis Science
Center, NASA Space Center in
Florida and Space Camp in
Birmingham, Ala.
Students in AIMS target
areas of western Kentucky,
northwest Tennessee and eastern
Missouri are those who score
lower than the national average
in math and science, but still
have an interest in those fields.
The program is designed to help
those students increase their
understanding u1. these subjects
in order for them to achieve
their academic and career goals.
"Currently, there are approximately 29 graduates from our
program attending Murray State
University," Sarr said. "We are
required to track our students
until they either graduate from
college or decline to participate
in our follow-up study. So far,
we've established over a 95 percent retention rate for our students."
In July 2007, the TRIO
Programs were relocated. All
three programs are now housed
on the newly-renovated second
floor of the Blackburn Science
Building on Murray State's
campus. The program directors
encourage attendance at the
National TRIO Day reception
celebrating 85 combined years
of helping students succeed.
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FFA CHAPTER RECOGNIZES: Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins signs a
proclamation recognizing the Calloway County High School FFA Chapter during National FFA
Week. Pictured left to right are Kelsey Watson, Pres. Calloway County FFA Chapter, Elkins,
FFA Secretary Cassie Hendon, and FFA Reporter Tatum Dale.

Duncan to be honored for fight
against sexual victimization in Ky.
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
chair
of
Murray
State
University's Department of
Psychology will be among five
Kentuckians honored Thursday
in pioneering Kentucky's movement against sexual victimization.
Dr.,Renae Duncan will join
State Rep. Joni Jenkins, Roger
Owens, Agnes Santiago and
Marigail Sexton receiving

Sexual
Awareness
Month Sexual Assault Center.
Awards in Frankfort.
For information about Sexual
Awards will be presented as Assault Awareness Month activAssault ities, events, or information
part
of Sexual
Awareness Month in Kentucky, about sexual violence or servica time designated by Governor es available to victims, contact
Steve Beshear to focus on the KASAP at (502) 226-2704 or
staggering problem of sexual toll-free at 866-375-2727.
violence.
For more information on
Duncan is also a trainer, local victims services, contact
board member and clinical (270)534-4422.
supervisor for the Purchase Area

Israeli journalist to speak at MSU
cast network, Channel 2.
In his -last eight years of journalism Work,
Bashan has managed to bring some of the most
captivating stories to Israeli television front both
sides of the border. On a report in the Zaiton
neighborhood of the Gaza strip, six IDF soldiers
were killed just 20 yards away from Sagi and his
film crew.
Aside from his journalistic duties, Sagi also
teaches at a local college and hosts a personal
question-and-answer show.on local radio..
For -additional information; contact Angela
Hatton or call (270) 217-4832.

A journalist who has covered the IsraeliPalestinian conflict will speak at Murray State
University, March 6.
Sagi.Bashan will present "Seven Years Under
Qasam Rockets: Account of a Field Journalist" at
7 p.m. in room 208 of Faculty Hall. Admission is
free.
According to a release, Bashan is a Channel 2
regional correspondent in the southern part of
Israel. ATV industry veteran, he started his career
in local.PaWarri *Weja Worked fix a few years as a
video editor r cable companies in Israel and
major news channels from all over the world.
In 1995, he joined Israel's most popular broad-
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FREE PORTABLE CORNING WARE!

When you open a new checking account at Heritage Bank you not only get an amazing
number of products and services, you also get a present for your presence. We cordially
request the favor oryour company as a new customer at Heritage Bank. And
we'll gladly return the favor. . . with a gift of Portable Corning Wares!
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Annual
Awards
Banquet
Night

ASTER
CONSERVATIONIST

HOLLY WISE/Ledger and -riffles
Coel Compton, Jr was the recipient of the Master
Conservationist award during a recent Calloway County
Conservation District Annual Awards Banquet Pictured with
him is his wife, Janice Compton
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Pictured from left
High School student
County
County Conservation Distnct Annual Awards Banquet. Calloway
Calloway County
Bourfand,
Abigail
student
School
Middle
Ashleigh Eldridge, Calloway County
Patrick Griffo.
student
School
Middle
Murray
and
McCallon
Sullivan
student
School
Middle
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Pictured left
y student Bobbie
Elementar
East
Banquet
County Conservation District Annual Awards
y student
Elementar
Murray
Smith,
Hunter
Jonathon
student
y
Elementar
Brashear, Southwest
stuSchool
Middle
Murray
,
Waggoner
Libby Roberson. Eastwood Christian student Victoria
stuy
Elementar
Southwest
Key
and
McCall
student
y
dent Hannah Williams. North Elementar
Gomez
r
dent Christophe

HOLLY WISE/Ledger and Times
studying
Pictured left to right are the five recipients of $500 scholarships given to students
and
Watson
Kelsie
Hendon,
Cassie
are
row
Front
University.
State
agriculture at Murray
present.
Traci Rose. Back row are David Crouch and Trent Cossey. Mindy Wright was not

HOLLY WISE/Ledger and Times
at the Calloway County
presented
awards
honor
of
recipients
Pictured left to right are the
Don Nance, Melissa Wynn
Conservation District Annual Awards Banquet Back row
row Kentucky
DeeDee Cook Anita Mccallon all from Jackson Purchase Ag Credit Front
Black
Tony
and
Lowe
Brad
Fish and Wildlife officers

Southern States local
annual meeting is set
Southern States C'ooperative will
WWKINSVILLE, Ky.
res sew ii'.ofirration. at series ot Ink al annual meetings. including
the upcoming meeting tor members of Southern States Hopkins% ilk
Cooperative. Inc - HopkinsXille. Cada/ and Calloway branches and
Southern States Hoplunsville Petroleun Cooperative.
•The new% is good. says CEO Thomas R. Scnbner. —The
Cooperatise had a great year with earning% exceeding plan by the
largest:margin in a decade Saks of S I 7 billion were up just over
SIOU million from the previous year Laming% before non-Customary items were St A 4 million. a Si 9 million increase over-last year'
Southern States liopkins‘ille Cooperati.e and Southern States
Hopkins% ille Petroleum Cooperatne will hold their annual membership meeting on Marsh 6. at North Dose Middle School, 831 North
Dose. Hopkinssille. hi-ginning at 7,30 p.m.
With the theme 'loci Ain't Seen Nothin* Yet', the Cooperatise's
management will use thc Meeting to report on both local and company wide operations. as well as projected budget results for next
yeas Local hoard members will he elected, and retiring hoard members will he rrcognired
Board nominees in.lude Hopkins% tile Cooperative tall branch
Jarrell
2
Group
Oatt..
Brian
and
m
Cunningha
Mark
eat • Group I
Long and Kent Major. flopkinsville Petroleum Cooperitoe Group I - Jimmy McAtee and Barry Alexander. Group 2 Id
Roberts and Charles Shackelford
• The annual meeting is the hest single opportunity to outline our
plans tot the future to our membership and discuss our progress in
meeting our financial goals: noted Mart White. Tres or A Hancock
and John( amp managers of Ifopkinssille Branch, Cadiz Branch
and Hopkins% ilk Petroleum. respectively
Founded in 192 1 Southern States now has more than UNI.(1111 1
farmer members
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Lacey's
Family Restaurant
319 North Main St. • Benton, Kentucky
Hours 6 a m -8 30 p.m Wed -Sat.; 6 a.m.-4 p.m. Sunday

(270) 527-7,275
Buffets Daily Breakfast, Lunch eg- Dinner
Fresh Steak Special
Sirloin for Two, 2 Potatoes, and Salad Bar
a

Only $25!

Seafood Buffet - Friday & Saturday
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(Reg. $14.98) Now Only $12.99

Saturday 6.Sunday Country Ham Breakfast Bar - $6.50

